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e It’s the world’s largest coal mine — 

d it’s COMPLETELY MECHANIZED! and it’s H 

@ owned and operated by the H. C. Frick Coke Company 

a. ey i nae — Po @ The Robena Coal Mine is currently ee. Ae, ran rer. | producing about 12,000 tons of coal a day. Co | ip OS 
And when the mine reaches full operation, ese Re % ee eee an it will probably turn out 20,000 tons a day. pe | Soy 

Robena is completely mechanized. A fe oe OP ate 
flick of an electric switch starts cutters, Y fe ee) een On. 
drillers, loaders, dumpers and conveyors. tA ee oe ie sean Workers can stand erect. A powerful Mcrae oo. Eee blower furnishes them with fresh air. Steel —— 
beams protect them from cave-ins. An 
electric railway with an automatic signal gahela River at the rate of a barge every 
system transports the coal. six minutes. 

Above ground, too, Robena is operated | Engineering coal mines for efficiency and 
at top efficiency. Automatic blending safety has been a continual challenge to 
mixes coal into a uniform grade that will the operating and engineering officials of be usable for steel making. At the tipple, the H. C. Frick Coke Company. They have 
coal is loaded into barges on the Monon- met and are still meeting this challenge. 

a Opportunities _— ‘\ 
a i The work being done for the Robena Mine typifies the 

oF Oy _\ spirit of the work being done in all of the subsidiaries 
2 of United States Steel Corporation. , 
— \ Have you seen “Paths of Opportunity in U. S. 
L eee \ Steel?” Ask your Placement Officer for a copy. 
Lin Ye 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY - CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION - COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY H.C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION - PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY Cc) a UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY b UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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ERE is a man who can put your name _ by Corning. The tubing is made from a bakes pics like Mother used to make, and 

H in lights! In sign shops throughout special glass developed by Coming research, saves dishwashing time because it can be 

the country he makes the neon signs that with many characteristics not found in used for serving and storing too. And now 

tell you where to buy the things you need — ordinary glass. With the help of skilled the many special tubes and other precision 

or want. The low cost and colorful eye- operators, hundreds of miles of this tubing — glass parts that are speeding television to 

appeal of these versatile signs give the are drawn by automatic machine every day. your home. 

smallest storekeeper the same display op- Out of this same research, born of nearly Altogether, Corning makes over 37,000 

portunities as his biggest competitors. a hundred years of glass-making experience, glass products. Some day they may furnish 

The letters that spell “drugs” or “gro- has come the improved laboratory ware — just what you need to improve your product 

ceries”, “beer” or “ice cream”, are shaped that helped America win world leadership — or make itmore saleable. Remember us then. 

by skillful hands out of glass tubing made in science. The gleaming Pyrex ware that Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 

IN PYREX WARE AND OTHER CONSUMER, TECHNICAL AND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS > ft fl PANY AY fF 

——— means — 
; : . 7 

Research in Glass 
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THE PATTERN _p—~- 
F 0 R TEA M W 0 R K AT P & G The Versatile Soybean—raw material for 

many chemical industries —one of many 
subjects under continuous study at P & G. 

‘ ee -... fae peal a i cS | develop new edible =e Fy | Po psd "Ot a8 ee Ne ] | Ly i! im | oils...and engineers @ eee, «CT ee oe 

follow throughto = (sc (aks Ch a oe Ae 
| Produce them ==» |B aurea Ge | ia \ | 

Chemists conduct microscopic Chemical Engineers carry on hy- 7 @ studies on glycerides . .. to develop 2 @ drogenation experiments to improve new edible oils. processing procedures, 

FAL baker ee a TT 
_ Ve Sew me ee: ra S This is just one example ww Cf: ee i Ok x 1 Tee, Sete ||| of P&G Technical Teamwork in ac- y oo nih? ~ Be A : ye }) tion; similar developments in other 
bod ee or ue of ho fo oe oe fields call for additional men with (  , iP ni aD | nO pV eR ue . va > 
| o* E al } WY Le a pe ca technical training. That’s why P & G poe ea ov iN Ce wt Tepresentatives periodically visit the BET helen, eat | be ar 5 : : rr m ie row eo | V ee — country’s top technical schools to in- ache se pen tie) 4 mel 3 re . . eR e awe iy a | ae — .,. terview students. If you would like to 

8 Pe fg ( Ml | ll talk to a Procter & Gamble representa- 
ee of ee re ] . : i * = tive, ask your faculty adviser or place- A a pa ment bureau to arrange a meeting. Mechanical Engineers design full- Other Engineers plan and super- 3. scale factory equipment, using scale 4, vise production operations. 
models like this edible oil freezer. 

eS 

ae ag PA 

aay. 
PROCTER & GAMBLE (faet" 

CINCINNATI 1, OHIO COE 
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W.. YOU GRADUATE, your faithful slip-stick will go =. 

with you—required reading throughout your working years. 

You'll take some of your textbooks with you, too, to help 

you go places in business. Many of these will undoubtedly 

bear the McGraw-Hill name—since McGraw-Hill is head- 

quarters for technical information. 

To your reference shelf of reliable McGraw-Hill books, add 

the McGraw-Hill magazine devoted to your particular field. 

For example, if you’re studying to be an electrical en- 

gineer, you probably know Terman’s Radio Engineers’ Hand- 

book, Henny’s Radio Engineering Handbook or Knowlton’s 

Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers. If you’re going 

to be a mechanical engineer, it’s very likely that you’ve used 

Marks’ Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook and other McGraw- 

Hill books in this field. 

When you’re launched on your engineering career, get to 

know your McGraw-Hill magazine — such as Electronics, 

Electrical World, Electrical Construction & Maintenance, 

American Machinist, or Power. 

McGraw-Hill books and magazines cover practically every 

conceivable phase of business and industry. They’ll help you 

do a better job. 

McGRAW-HILL mAs 
PUBLICATIONS CS30AP 

HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

330 WEST 42d STREET «+ NEW YORK i8, NEW YORK 
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Temperature Ranges Required for Pressure Vessels 

at BLACK, SIVALLS & BRYSON, Inc. 

Demonstrate Controllability of CAS 

Safety codes govern many of the manufacturing and temperatures for our work. In many of our 

testing methods for pressure vessels. One of the most plants we have developed special GAS equip- 

important processes, stress relieving, requires precise ment; our large stress-relieving furnace at 

control of temperatures throughout the cycle—just the Oklahoma City is a typical example.” 

type of temperature control to be found in thousands —_ In this large furnace the GAS control system is ar- 

of industrial applications of GAS for heat treating. ranged to provide temperatures up to 1200° F. for an: 

Specialists in the manufacture of peseute vessels time-cycle required. Automatic regulators and econ: 

depend on GAS for heat processing of all types. The ing pyrometers assure maximum Pas efficiency while 

pioneering firm of Black, Sivalls and Bryson, Inc., the flexibility of GAS is an important factor in main- 

Kansas City, uses GAS in the manufacture of tanks, taining production schedules on vital equipment. 

valves, pressure vessels and safety heads. President Stress-relieving is just one of the applications of 

A.J. Smith says, GAS for heat processing. You'll find hundreds of 

“Throughout the past 25 years we have other uses for the productive flames of GAS—they’re 

depended on GAS to provide the exacting worth investigating. 

| 

mine | — ae OI is ale ee 

a | — aa cee 083 
ay oe Aeeuthoodetiehste all el Cero or an is AN FOR ALL 

te of Vga i a ea : ; THE DUSTRIAL HEATING 

ee i ef 24 od —sCS 

HE [3s ae -— 4a of the largest stress-relieving ovens 

————— oe Ur ——B in the United States, this installation at 

oe —..=——_—saIsasmssmh Oklahoma City is 77! long, 12' wide, 18! 

Co 
 . high—Gas-fired and equipped with record- 

‘1 ing pyrometers. 

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE NEW YORK 17, N. Y. 
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(Photo by Darrow) 

A view of one of the many water power dams 
on the hard-working Wisconsin River. Almost all 
of the possible dam sites are row utilized, and 
construction of dams is either contemplated or 
actually under way to complete the development 
of this great resource. The dam illustrated is at 
Wisconsin Rapids, and it is operated by the Con- = solidated Water Power and Paper Company. 
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by Harold Mueller e’49 
(Photos courtesy Centralaby 

The Dick Tracy two-way “wrist-watch” radio is no (2) Reduction of assembly and inspection time and 

longer a fantasy of the comics, but together with many costs. 

other recent developments is a practical application of (3) Reduction of line rejects. 

miniature printed electronic circuits (PEC). (4) Reduction of purchasing and stocking of electronic 

. . . . components and accessories. 
Introduced into mass production early in 1945 in the Ponents ane 

. : , (5) Partial elimination of obsolescence of components. 

tiny radio proximity fuse for mortar shells developed by : 5 .. 

5 , ae In present assembly-line practices, wiring represents one 

the National Bureau of Standards, printed circuits are . . : 
‘i . . of the larger items of production cost. Wires must be cut 

now the subject of intense interest of manufacturers and . : 
a . to length, bent into shape, twisted together or around 

research laboratories in this country and abroad. Manu- : eee 
. : : soldering lugs, and individually soldered or connected. As 

facturers have made considerable progress in applying : ; : 

5 es . oo. : there are over 100 soldering operations in even the smaller 

printed circuits or printed circuit techniques to the pro- . ‘ . 

. Lo. . h ‘ radio sets, the cost of labor and materials for soldering 

duction of such electronic items as radios, hearing aids, . . is 

9 3 . : alone represents an important item. The new wiring pro- 

television sets, electronic measuring and control equip- i . 

7 . cesses eliminate as much as 60 percent of the soldering 

ment, personal radiotelephones, radar, and countless other : Raed 

; : : z needed for conventional circuits. 
devices. The first mass production of complete printed 

circuits was set up at the plant of Globe-Union, Inc., at a 

Milwaukee, Wis., and a subsidiary plant at Lowell, Mass. eo eo we wee oe ee ee 

ee : Cor 
The circuit was produced by the stencilled-screen process z 2 PERE CEE 

pioneered by the Cenralab Division of Globe-Union. : EERE 
Eo ase ttt | |» 

soe % P z COCCCC Cee eee . 

Other printing processes, such as spraying, chemical : e-CLOLD eer eet 

ase i F " Z Creer t TT rrr Ty TTT TTT Ng 

deposition, vacuum processes, die-stamping, and dusting & CeCe Cece ts, 

. . } CCE 
have reached the production lines, and today manufac- z  PECEEEEERE . | 

turers are in mass production of whole radio sets or BO RRECereCC Peer eee eee 

subassemblies by one or another of the printed circuit ee ee i ie | 

techniques. A London concern, for example, has de- SCRA RES NE 

signed, and is now using, automatic equipment that starts Typical temperature-capacity curve for flat printed capaci- 

with a molded plastic plate and turns out a completely tor with pure metallic silver electrodes and Ceramic-X 

wired (printed) radio panel in 20 seconds. dielectric, 

The principal physical effect of printing circuits is to All PEC techniques are methods of reproducing a cir- 

reduce electronic circuit wiring essentially to two dimen- cuit design upon a surface and such fall under the gen- 

sions. The effect is enhanced where it is possible to em- eral classification of printing processes. The processes 

ploy subminiature tubes and compact associated compo- differ mainly in the manner in which the conductors are 

nents. Just how much space saving may be realized de- produced. 

pends on the application. Standard electronic components PAINTING 

are now available in such miniature size that complete Metallic paints for conductors, inductors and shields 

amplifiers may be built into volumes of less than one are made by mixing a metal powder with a liquid binder 

cubic inch using standard methods. This is exemplified in to hold the particles together and a solvent to control the 

modern hearing aid designs. The greater part of the viscosity. Resistance paints are made in somewhat the 

volume of a hearing aid, for example, is occupied by the same manner, using carbon or metallic powders. The cir- , using P 
microphone, transformers, batteries, earphones, etc. The cuit is painted on the surface by brush or stencil, and 

actual wiring occupies only a small fraction of the total fired at elevated temperatures. 

volume and, hence, even if the wiring were eliminated The painting of conductors in general follows the prac- 

completely, it would not represent a substantial further tice used in pottery maufacture of burning metal oxides 

reduction in the total volume of the unit. The develop- containing ceramic fluxes onto hard insulating surfaces. 

ment of truly diminutive electronic devices now awaits As is well known, pottery is decorated by mixing finely 

only the availability of smaller microphones, transform- ground metal powders and fluxes with oil and turpen- 

ers, speakers, batteries, etc. tine and applying the mixture to the surface either by 

Although size reduction is the factor that has at- brush or through a stencil. It is then baked at tempera- 

tracted the most attention to PEC, there are other equal tures of the order of 450° to 750°C to melt the flux and 

or more important advantages to be gained from their reduce the metal oxide. The metals are used because of 

use, such as, the color they impart to the pottery. Chromium, iron, and 

(1) Uniformity of production. cobalt, for example, result in green, brown, and blue 
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colors, respectively. Unfortunately, the silicates or bor- pound to metal when the base material will not stand ates of the various metals except the noble metals are high firing temperatures (plastics, for example). 
poor conductors. The filler is the material used to spread or separate 

Although it would appear to be a brief step from the the particles of pigment to increase the electrical resis- 
pottery methods to those now used in painting electronic tance. Powdered mica, mineralite, diphenyl, and pow- 
circuits, a considerable amount of research has gone into dered chlorinated diphenyls are typical types of fillers developing paints of ‘sufficiently high conductance and employed. 
adhesion that may be applied in a practical way. SPRAYING 

The paint pigment is the conducting material for the Spraying of conducting films on insulating surfaces, circuit wiring. For the leads, powdered silver, silver oxide, like the spraying of ordinary lacquers and paints, not only 
silver nitrate or organic combinations of silver are gen- has popular appeal but is fairly easy to adapt to produc- 
erally used. Silver has proven to be a most practicable tion line practice. The practice of spraying metallic and metal for this purpose, since, not only is it highly conduc- carbon paint onto insulating surfaces through stencils has 
tive, but silver films are easily produced. Copper or no- been used with success. The same paints are used as for the 
ble metal powders or salts may also be used effectively. stencilled-screen process. Special equipment is unneces- 
Although salts of other metals might be employed, some sary, the ordinary lacquer spraying equipment being sat- 
form corrosion products that have such high resistance as isfactory. By using a spray gun with a properly controlled 
to make them useless. spray pattern and with the work attached to a moving 

The cost of the silver is usually a small item. In fact, conveyor belt, a good degree of uniformity may be ob- 
the relatively small amount required makes the cost of tained in the spraying assembly. 
the actual silver paint no more than that of copper re- A novel method of electrostatic spraying may find ap- 
quired for ordinary wiring. One ounce of silver is suf- plication in PEC work. In this method, the work is car- 
ficient to paint as many as 125 average two-stage ampli- ried on a conveyor belt between electrodes charged to a 
fier sections. Sheet silver, such as that used in the pro- high potential, of the order of 100,000 volts d-c. The work 
duction of Edison cells, properly ground, is an excellent is at ground potential. Paint is sprayed into the area be- 
pigment for conductor paints. Flake silver in small parti- tween the electrodes, the electrostatic force tending to pull 
cles works very well on most surfaces. the charged, atomized particles toward the work, which 

The pigment for resistors is usually carbon black, col- is at ground potential and located within the spraying 
loidal graphite, or a “flake” type of microcrystalline gra- zone. Smooth and uniform deposition of paint over the 
phite. Carbon black and colloidal graphite appear bet- entire surface is possible with proper design. Very little 
ter for screen painting and spraying, whereas flake gra- paint is wasted in this process as paint particles which phite is used only for brush painting. Lampblack has would normally miss the work change their course and 
been tried, but the more common types available appar. return to it because of the electric charge on them. In the 
ently do not have the proper physical properti-s to pro- printed circuit application, the plates on which the paint 
duce reasonable values of resistance. One of the theories is to be sprayed would be nonconductors. In order to at- advanced, according to Cledo Brunetti and Roger W. Cur- tract the ionized paint particles to the work the plates to tis of the National Bureau of Standards, is that the con- be painted would be laid upon an electrically grounded 
figuration of the pigment particles must be such that they metal mesh belt. 
overlap or bridge one another in the finished resistor. CHEMICAL DEPOSITION 

The binder is the constituent that holds the pigment The methods in this classification involve the depo- 
together so that it may be painted on the surface, and it sition of metallic films on an insulating surface by the 
also serves to bind the pigment to the plate. The conduc- reduction of metallic salts in solution. 
tance and adhesion are determined by the amount and One of the principal methods of chemical deposition is 
type of binder used. Where the paints are applied to sur- that in which a silvering solution is made up by adding 
faces that are not entirely rigid, the vinylite resins pro- ammonia to a solution of silver nitrate. This silvering 
vide needed flexibility. For certain plastics, nitrocellulos: solution is then mixed with a reducing solution prepared, 
or ethyl cellulose lacquers provide quick-drying action at for example, by dissolving cane sugar in water and adding 
low temperatures. The phenolic resins are usually used to nitric acid. The mixture is poured over the insulating sur- 
bond resistance paint since they give excellent stability in face, the latter bearing a stencil with the circuit pattern 
respect to changes in temperature. Although a stronger in it. As the silver precipitates from the mixture, it de- 
bond to the surface is had by firing, the use of ethyl posits uniformly over the surface. Removal of the stencil silicate as a binder for silver oxide on glass and steatite leaves the wiring pattern desired. The stencil should not without firing, produces a satisfactory bond, according be affected adversely by the mixture. It should be de- 
to Dr. Brunetti. signed so that it will adhere closely to the surface, and 

The solvent is used to dissolve the binder if it is in solid so that it may be removed by peeling off or by evapora- form and to adjust the viscosity of the pigment-binder tion at low temperature. 
mixture. Most of the common aromatic aliphatic solvents The films formed are very thin and cannot be sol- may be used in paints for printed circuits. dered to directly. They may be built up by repeating the ~ A reducing agent is used to reduce the metallic com- silvering process as often as desired. The bond between 

8 
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the deposited film and surface is entirely mechanical, metal to the proper position and area desired. Wave guide 

there being no chemical combination with the surface; attenuators have been made in this way by evaporating a 

consequently, the adherance is less than is obtained by the very thin film of nichrome on pyrex or soft plate glass. 

firing processes. DIE STAMPING 

VACUUM PROCESSES In the production of electronic assemblies for certain 

Another set of techniques employed to produce me- types of proximity fuzes during the war, it was found 

tallic layers on nonmetallic surfaces that may be adapted advantageous to preform the connecting wires and com- 

to electronic wiring are those of cathode sputtering and ponent leads. These were dropped into position in a 

evaporation. The methods are quite similar. In the sput- plastic chassis in such a manner that all terminals re- 

tering process, the metal to be volatilized is made the cath- quiring soldering appeared opposite each other. Solder- 

ode and the material to be coated the anode. After evacu- ing of the terminals completed the assembly. 

ation, a high voltage is applied between the electrodes. Radio set manufacturers are now employing spiral 

Metal emitted from the cathode is attracted to the plate loop antennas die- stamped from copper or aluminum 

by maintaining the plate at positive potential. In the evap- sheets a few thousandths of an inch thick. Compared with 

oration process, the metal is heated in a vacuum to a tem- the conventional solenoid or basket-weave types of loop 

perature at which it evaporates onto the work located antennas, this stamped-embossed design not only is 

nearby. 
more economical but has comparable or better elec- 

The thin films formed by sputtering or evaporation trical performance. For radio receiver application the 

may also serve as resistors. The approximate resistance usual insulation between turns is omitted, resulting in 

may be calculated from the resistivity of the metal evapo- lower distributed capacity and higher effective Q than 

rated and its dimensions. Stencils are used to confine the (please turn to page 30) 

Printed four-element interstage coupling unit in production at Centralab. 
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ENGINEER’S C. E. FIELD TRIP 
by W. M. Haas ¢’49 

On the foggy morning of October 25, a traditional re- many of the machines used in practice being made. These 
quirement of the civil engineering course was dusted off included huge boilers, steam turbines, pumps, electrical 
again after an absence of several years. During the war, generators and transformers. And it was here that some 
the Senior Inspection Trip requirement was set aside be- poor workman almost lost his toe when one of the hand- 
cause of difficulties in transportation. With the university some collitch boys winked at a lady crane operator. (No, 
getting back to a normal basis, however, these require- this didn’t really happen, but it makes a good story, doesn’t 
ments are coming back into effect. it?) We didn’t get through all of the plant by any means, 

By tradition, the inspection trip is an affair where the but even then we were glad when the trip was over and 
students visit various public works installations, a manu- Wwe boarded the buses to ride downtown to the Wisconsin 
facturing plant, several construction projects of various Hotel, our billet for the night. That lobby sure got 
kinds during the daytime, and write their reports and keep crowded in a hurry as about a hundred men suddenly up on homework during the evenings. (Oh yeah?) descended upon it. Guess some of the local citizens 

The trip this fall combined some of the old standby thought it was an env eStOE . . 
visits with the new points of interest. The first stop the The next morning, while exchanging tales of high ad- chartered buses made was on Milwaukee’s waterfront, Venture, our buses took us to the filtration plant of the 
where the class took to the water to visit the sewage dis- Milwaukee water works. At this plant, water is taken from posal plant on Jones island. Now Jones island really Lake Michigan, filtered and treated, then sent to the distri- 
isn’t an island; it is a peninsula. If you don’t believe me, bution system. Our next stop was at the riverside Pump- go look up somebody from the brewers’ capital and get ins Station, where this same water was pumped into the 
him to explain it. Personnel from the plant escorted the ™#!"8 for use throughout the city. Highlight of this stop 
class and explained the various equipment and processes WS the comparison between the huge, four-story steam 
used to prevent pollution of Lake Michigan. It was also Pumping engines, and the comparatively small centrifugal 
pointed out that a commercial fertilizer was produced at pumps, that have about three times the capacity of the 
the plant both to complete the process and to defray some old-timers. 
of the expense by its subsequent sale. Before leaving Milwaukee, we also visited the plant of 

The next stop was at the Allis-Chalmers plant. After the Wisconsin Bridge and Tron. Company. This is where 
a roast beef dinner, on the house, groups of the class were steel is drilled, punched, machined, riveted, welded, and taken through the immense plant. Here the civils saw painted before it is sent out to bridge jobs, building sites, 

and the like for erection. Probably the most interesting 
department was the pattern shop, where full size patterns 

isnt in wood and stiff paper are made up to be used in laying 
caine <a out the work in the shop itself. 

_ ; / | if Leaving Milwaukee, we visited a few highway projects 
Ss eT Sa = iF Fj on our way to Oshkosh, where the second night was spent 

, a ot r — el its | Ei” % ' at the Hotel Raulf. The next morning found us sizing up 
‘ cial Bi Gh bshapemetbmnnyy 18 E a bridge at Neenah. Then into the buses again and over 
wan qe thos) 4 Lol to Wisconsin Rapids, a visit to the Consolidated Water 
dit day sf ip Zh ee ad Power and Paper Company plant (where they make the oS ie eee a oe ae paper for LIFE Magazine and the WISCONSIN ENGI. 
eet bi dies a mie A. 4 | ay iy NEER), and in the afternoon, the visit to the Petenwell 

mu gat al NY aie e dam on the Wisconsin river. hr ; Fd « ii This stop probably was the highlight of the trip for 
Li a aay a ED most of the class. The construction work has been under 
ight J ah a Zi 7 Pmetmnes |: way for over a year now, and it is hoped that the power LIN : ‘| i FS Per 7 plant can be put into operation next summer. The earth 
ie rag 5a i ; dam is an immense project in itself, being about nine miles 
pe yw , Sime, } long. Concrete for the spillway and powerhouse section 

. i = ee Se is mixed in a central plant and pumped through a pipe 
iia } h ae ae ay to the point it is needed. Reinforcing steel and form- 

A a ie ae work made an intriguing pattern in the wilderness setting, 
‘ Sis 1 and most of the class would have liked to study the project 

(Photo by Darrow) some more, rather than return to Madison and three 
“Under Construction”’—Petenwell Dam thousand words. 
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PRACTICUM E. E. FIELD TRIP 

by John Misey e’49 

Herein lies a pictorial review of what over 200 senior steam in high and low pressure boilers, and subsequent 

electrical engineers saw on their three day inspection use to drive large turbine generators which deliver elec- 

trip in the Chicago area. trical energy to the transmission lines was accomplished 

The inspection trip was as much a class as those given by using over 40 tons of coal and a million gallons of 

on the campus. The purpose of this class was to show the water each day. 

student how the correlation of theoretical experience General Motors, Electro-motive Division 

gained in the classroom and the practical application of The new diesel-electric locomotives that pull nearly all 

theory in industry is achieved. With this in mind the , 9 
. * ‘ . the new streamliners on the railroad tracks across the 

Electrical Engineering department under the capable direc- j 2 
. country today have been designed and built at the sprawl- 

tion of Professor Koehler arranged a tour of several plants. lant in La G Illinois. A bh hi h 
in the Chicago area. ing plant in La Grange, Illinois. A huge machine s op 

inthe cag fed the parts, or “guts” as the machinists like to call them, 

Carnegie-Illinois Corporation, “South Works” to the assembly line where the diesel engines are built. 

Like steel, the backbone of American industry, South After many hours of testing the performance of each 

Works is the backbone of steel production. It is the sec- engine they were laid on the body of the locomotive and 

ond largest steel mill in the world, with an annual output auxiliary units added on to complete the job. When com- 

of 4,525,000 net tons of steel. The process of making pleted they were taken out into the yards for another over- 

steel from the raw materials to the blast furnaces, through all check. The finished locomotive is then capable of 

the finishing processes in the open hearth, in the Bessemer producing 1,500 horsepower for propulsion at a diesel 

Converter, and the electric furnaces, and the final shaping engine speed of 800 rpm, with surface speed ranges of 

of the steel in desired forms in the rolling miils was 50 to 102 miles per hour in eight steps. 

shown. All these processes were remotely controlled dem- Western Electric Company 

onstrating the need of technical experience in supervising Service to the world through the medium of telephone 

the production of steel. communication was shown at this manufacturing company 

Motorola Corporation of telephone and telegraph equipment. The technical 

The manufacturing technique of radios and television achievements in rendering facility of conversation over 

sets was reviewed. The complicated maze of wires, re- many miles was revealed in an interesting lecture, and the 

sistors, and condensers was broken into functional and = manner in which the mechanical equipment was assembled 

component units. These individual units were produced provided an interesting tour of the plant. 

in sub-assembly lines and then fed into a main assembly 

line at strategic points. The role of women in the scheme 

of production was very much in evidence. Their dexterity 

in the manipulation of small articles has been useful in this 

type of work. This also demands careful supervision and 

calls for supervision by competent and technically trained 5 

personnel. . Gea 

Curtis Lighting Company Tas - y, a 

As manufacturers of fluorescent lighting fixtures they oe“ y 7 er ae 

have the exclusive rights of making reflecting surfaces by : ¥ ve ‘tall ea 

the “Alzak process.” This process produces a durable, le i lS 4p 82: i 

hard, colorless, transparent coating on aluminum, giving y YY of oo 

a non-tarnishing and stainless surface which is unaffected - be 

by heat of the lighting source. This process is not a / ‘ 

plating of aluminum, but the formation of a surface coat- 

ing of aluminum oxide from the aluminum of the base x 

sheet. The finished surface is extremely hard, abrasion ; Pa : ; 

resistant, with very high reflecting power. A demonstra- ; via . _ cn ya " a” : 

tion of the use of these processed reflectors revealed the P 4 : or" 

reflection characteristics under different conditions of . 

operation. 
by 

Commonwealth Edison Company : 

The generation of electrical power for use in industry 
‘ < ; » , her 

ane helnad GP SUE? EG) was displayed arione: of its Tarps Some senior electricals looking over the South’ Works” 

power plants. The conversion of energy from coal to of Carnegie Steel Corporation. 
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NOTICE HOUSE OF MAGIC at formal ceremonies held at the 
All good engineers, buried under The “truth is stranger than fic- chapter house. Following the initia- their pile of assorted texts, manuals tion” demonstrations 

of the Gen- tion, the new men were honored at 
and handbooks quietly dreaming of eral Electric “House of Magic” kept a banquet at the Union. Prof. Kurt a white Christmas, won’t be particu- a full house at the Union Theater F. Wendt gave the principal address. I : i Be on the edge of their chairs for two Initiates were: Rulon E. Butler. 
arly interested in this column. Our g > curiosity, however, got the best of performances on Thursday, Novem- Kenneth G. Frye, Paul R. Green- us again this month and we couldn’t ber 11. The show was presented by man, John S. Hanson, Rodney R. 
push our slide rule another signifi- the College of Engineering. Johnson, Hugh H. McCreery, cant figure until we found out what’s Notable exhibits were in the fields Charles R. Skala. 

i : ; ; ieti of chemilluminescence, 
stroboscopic 

going on in the engineering societies 4 ‘ > “ P KAPPA ETA KAPPA and, fraternities: light, high frequency heating and : 
If your bunch would like a little photoelectric 

units. oT KHK alma sees fered by 
free publicity, write up the info and TRIANGLE the present actives of the profession 

. 
5 , , : 

put it in the Wisconsin Engineer Fourteen engineers were guests a Fcatneal enuinestitis 
‘sateen 

mailbox in the lobby of the M. E. of Triangle Fraternity at a smoker uring the Homecoming 
weekend. builtin, held on October 13. After refresh. The alumni and members went to 

The commercial’s 
over so here’s ments were served, Duane Glaubitz the game and followed it with a 

this month’s scoop: entertained the group with his feats banquet at the American Legion of magic. Hall. After the banquet the group POLYGON BOARD kok x danced to the music of Bob Arden’s 
Polygon Board continued its work Everyone left their cares on the orchestra. The good time enjoyed 

In its capacity as an engineering 
rep- doorstep at the Homecoming 

Party by everyone Present calls for hats 
resentative group with Arnie Arnaut held by Triangle. More than seven- off to Ted Zatrowski and Lon Nor- 
as President. The following are the ty couples danced the evening away deen, social chairmen. important items considered at recent with the “Pause that refreshes” S.A.E. 

eetings: ved in the recreati » Lt. ~ P meetings served ecreation room Li “Gas Turbines and Jet Propul- 
1. A telegram was received from the Nation- Cmdr. and Mrs. D. L. G. King were sion’”® was the. sab i8ee resented at al V. A. Headquarters in Washington answer- chaperons for the night. JEce PI ing the letter sent by the Polygon Board con- the recent S.A.E. meeting by Dr. cerning the financing of senior engincering A show by the pledges of the fra- J. T. Rettaliata, Dean of Engineer- ficld trips. ‘The telegram received merely was ternity provided an enjoyable break ge ee See ake g notification that the matter had been. referred in th ; Gs ing at Illinois Institute of Technol-  eehi i atthe ce | 5 in the party’s merrymaking. ‘ Xa athe rehabatatio and training office in this Party a m 8 ogy and consultant to the Allis- 

2. The Polygon Board received an invitation oO £ the visi bh Chalmers Mfg. Co. The 140 men to participate in the coming Campus Carnival ne of the visitors on the campus : on November 20, It was felt that there would for the Homecoming festivities was present found Dr. Rettaliata both be insufficient ume to prepare an adequate interesting 
and entertaining 

as he demonstration, 
However, in order that. the Oscar, the Iron Man. He backed ai A. the d 1 d Engineers might be represented, it was de- the team by battering a down-trod- iscussed: theory, deve opments an cided to contribute $20. and prepare a. sign dex Noah : application of gas turbines. He il- to be posted at the carnival, en Northwestern player at Tri- 1 d his talk with slid 3. In the past some difficulty has been en- angle. Oscar boasted an animated ustrated his talk with slides. countered in’ getting engineering news pub- s . * ok Ok lished in the Daily Cardinal, Following a left arm due to the ingenuity of sete ‘y pi Gia ane i Wie de- Charles Strasse, ee’50. Oscar has The S.A.E. fall field trip was ta - cided that the Polygon Board should arrange . for an engineering column to be written. by returned to Florida to await the St. en on December 11 to the Gary, In- an engineer cach week. : Pat’s Day dance. diana, plant of Carnegie - Illinois 4. On a suggestion by G. Williams, AIChE, » & x it was decided to participate with the lawyers Steel Corp. Seventy men made the at the Homecoming football game, Arrange- Eight men became members of all-day excursion and felt the trip ments were made with the Homecoming 

com- . . . mittee. Triangle Fraternity on November 21 very rewarding. 
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Internal Combustion Engines 

by J. M. Katzfey m’50 

The accurate measurement of the amount of fuel burned and Uyehara is a semi-automatic, portable, Rube Goldberg 

during a specified period in an internal combustion engine contraption that sounds vaguely familiar to those who 

is of the utmost importance in determining the efficiencies operate pin ball machines, although any resemblance be- 

of the engine. In line with this thought Drs. Myers and tween it and a pin ball machine is purely coincidental. 

Uyehara hired the author during the summer of 1948 to The wiring diagram is shown in the illustration. The 

build an electronically controlled apparatus to weigh fuel contact points represented as A, B, C, D, and E are part 

that was to be both accurate and easy to operate. of a relay (R). The mercury switch (J) is located on the 

The thermal efficiency of an internal combustion engine scale so that when the scale tilts the points make contact. 

is the ratio of work output to heat input. The work output Now, to run the apparatus the beaker full of oil is mounted 

is measured in horsepower converted to heat units by a on the right scale pan and balanced so that the right pan 

suitable factor. The heat input is determined by measuring 

the fuel into the engine and converting it into heat units 0 voIrs 

by multiplying it by its higher heating value. The ratio “| 

is then put on the basis of a horsepower and on the time MAIN 

basis of one hour. Therefore, the thermal efficiency: _ | ( one 3 

e= 2545 __ COUNTER (F) 

Wr Qu ao 

where 2545 is the number of Btu’s per horsepower-hour, sed eee 

WE is the fuel rate in lbs. of fuel per horsepower-hour and =i —_ ne 

Qu is the higher heating value of the fuel in Btu’s per 

lb. of fuel. 
__LInrer val 

In practice, the fuel rate is measured in lbs. of fuel Men 

per indicated or brake horsepower-hour. The brake horse- BERD on 

power is determined by the use of a dynamometer, prony 

brake or similar arrangement. By running the engine cold 

to determine the friction horsepower and subtracting it RELAY (R) 

from the brake horsepower the indicated horsepower is 

found. 

From the thermal efficiency the engine efficiency can be 

calculated if one knows the ideal cycle efficiency, for the Cee, 

engine efficiency equals the actual thermal efficiency di- 

vided by the ideal cycle efficiency. Now the indicated 

engine efficiency is a good indication of what the losses scant eum 

due to fluid friction and incomplete combustion are and 1626 BuME 

their magnitude. The brake engine efficiency indicates : Quite oo). 

also the magnitude of these losses as well as the losses 

due to mechanical friction. —— . 

Therefore, if one compares the engine efficiencies of an Schematic diagram of the fuel weighing apparatus. 

engine he has just designed with another engine of the is just off the rests. The flow is then started through the 

same type he will have an indication of how much better flowmeter, and out into the engine. The main switch is 

or worse his engine is. Even more important is the com- then closed with the operating switch (K) in start position. 

parison of various fuels in the same engine which is one Immediately a bell (I) starts to ring announcing that the 

of the jobs for which the apparatus to be described was test is ready to start. Then as the fuel is admitted into th= 

designed. This, then, shows the importance of accurately engine the-right pan begins to rise until at a point wher 

determining the fuel consumption per indicated or brake it is level with the left pan the mercury switch (J) closes 

horsepower. causing current to flow through the relay (R) closing 

The fuel weighing apparatus as designed by Drs. Myers (please turn to page 38) 
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by Al Nemetz e’50 

Ch. E poration. This committee made pre- ation from the university he was in 
Kenneth M. Watson, who re- liminary surveys which were impor- charge of the engineering depart- ceived his Ph. D. degree from the tant in the production of butadiene ment of the Denver (Colo.) Gas 

university in 1929, and is now Pro- for the wartime synthetic rubber and Electric Company. From 1905 
fessor of Chemical Engineering, program. From 1942 to 1945 he until 1914 he was a consulting en- 
will be given this year’s William was a consultant to the War Pro- gineer. Then he became vice-presi- 
H. Walker award of the American duction board, as well as a Profes- dent of Utilities Power and Light, 
Institute of Chemical Engineers. sor of Chemical Engineering at the a company that he helped organize. The William H. Walker award is university. He operated his own laboratory 
an annual distinction given for out- Following is a partial list of °48 until 1926, when he became vice- 
standing contribution in the field graduates and the jobs which they president of the Empire Brick Com- 
of chemical engineering literature. have eikes pany, of New York. 

: H 
Merrill J. Aderman is now with eas a member of AIEE, ASME, and the American Chemical ; the Falls Paper and Power Com- Societ: : 

iety. ; pany of Oconto Falls, Wis. es a LH (34) of Sant ) . Howes, of Santa 
Peter P. Bishop is employed by Fe recently designed a new type of ( . the Phillips Petroleum Company in reactor with applications in the ci- 

: the Industrial Division, Chicago, vilian use of atomic energy. : 4 Ill ; : sii : Howard S. Knopow, (’43), has es- oe oe : toh te ot , : - . © a Bennie Burrish is with the Badeo tablished his own firm, and is now 
ae Paper Company, Peshtigo, Wis. president of the Milwaukee Trans-° ' hal a Daniel B. Devondorf is employ- former Company. 
o : ed by the National Aniline Com- Dr. John Bardeen, who received 
i pany, Buffalo, New York. his master’s degree here in 1932, is | : Robert C. Farnsworth is now in co-inventor of a new radio tube 

j ie the Plastics Division of the Con- involved in a recent type radio set 
j ee solidated Power and Paper Com- which plays immediately upon be- j pany. ing turned on. The new tube is the 

j Lyle T. Larson is employed by size of a match head, and uses less 
- the Minnesota Mining and Manu- electricity than a flashlight. The (Cut courtesy of Wis. cllumnus) facturing Company of St. Paul. new set war demonstrated recently 

Kenneth M. Wat in New York by the Bell Teleph =n asson Robert A. Mohr is with the Gulf Company YEN BEE CEPIONE 
Oil Company, Port Arthur, Texas, ‘ 

The award committee of the in their training program. MM. St My By 
American Institute of Chemical En- Frank C. Pasch has accepted em- Irvin Rubow (37) is now super- gineers stated that Dr. Watson’s ployment with the Thompson Air- intendent of the Walker Mine, Can- many books and publications, of craft Products Company, Cleveland, isteo District, Coleraine, Minn. Vir- 
great importance to the chemical Ohio. gil Huff (47) is Mining Engineer 
engineering profession, were the Floyd Witzel is with the Pitts- for the same concern. 
Principal determinants in selecting burgh Plate Glass Company, Mil- Robert E. Dustrude, (48) is Min- him for this honor. waukee, Wis. ing Engineer for the U. S. Gypsum 

After becoming Assistant Profes- Robert H. Zabel is in the Pig- Company, Heath Mine, Lewistown, sor at the university Dr. Watson ments Division of the Du Pont Cor- “ae h ty sor ¢ 2 : 
S k: % went to the Universal Oil Products poration, Newark, N. J. b SORRE oe nee 4 (40) lias ‘ 

een appointed Mining Engineer for Compzuy, where he became director E. E. : 
; " 

the W. H. John Manville Com- of engineering research. In 1941 he Clifford W. Humphrey, (700), pany, Lompoc, Calif 
became chairman of the technical president of the Sayre and Fisher Reber: B Hendy, (47) is now 
committee of the Neches Butane Brick Company, died recently in — arene, Prod if O11 . : Mining Geologist for the W. H. roducts Company, Gulf Oil Cor- New Jersey. Following his gradu- (please turn to page 36) 
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ULTRAFAX 
“le . . . 

A Million Words A Minute Communication 
: by R. H. Pipkorn me’49 

(Photos courtesy RCA) 

Unheard of speed in the transmission of documents High Speed Photography 

was demonstrated in the Library of Congress by the Ra- When huge volumes of material, such as full length 

dio Corporation of America late last October. A relative novels, full newspapers or magazines are to be transmitted 

idea of the speed of transmission can be gained from a_ it is desirable to photograph the material page-by-page on 

sample of the experiment performed, that of transmit. microfilm. This rapid initial photography and that re- 

ting the entire text of the novel “Gone With the Wind” quired at the receiving station has been made possible by 

—1047 pages—by Ultrafax in two minutes and twenty the developments of Kodak Research Laboratories. The 

seconds. The overall system is a development of RCA process uses a continuous flow of heated photographic 

Laboratories, in cooperation with Eastman Kodak Com- chemicals and heat resistant film, either 16 mm. or 35 mm. 

pany and the National Broadcasting Company. Engineers motion picture film. When full-size copy is to be repro- 

stated that the radio-television-photography combination duced from Ultrafax, especially built continuous enlarg: 

forms the basis for a system of graphic communication ing and processing machines are used. 

which can be extended from city to city across the nation. Flying Spot Scanner 

At the heart of the electronic scanner unit is a cathode- 

Main Steps in the Operation ray tube or kinescope. By means of it, each tiny area of the 

Ultrafax’s remarkable speed is possible because full message is examined and tiny electrical impulses gener- 

pages of information are transmitted as television pic- ated to indicate the degree of light appearing on its sur- 

tures at the rate of fifteen to thirty a second. The prin- face. The funnel-shaped tube has a flat glass end or screen 

cipal steps in transmitting and receiving by Ultrafax are: coated with flourescent material that glows intensely as 

1. Preparation of data to be transmitted, to assure a the electron spot strikes it. This spot of light is deflected 

continuous flow at high speed. by electrical means back and forth thousands of times a 

2. Scanning of this data by what is known as a flying- second. 

spot television scanner, at the sending terminal. sp mcrowait hin 

3. Transmission of the television image as ultra-high / 4 \ 

radio-frequency signals over a microwave relay system. ippeeeeee Ab >~ OE | 

4. Reception on projection-type television kinescope, or 

“picture tube,” from which the incoming messages are 4 

recorded on motion picture film, or ultimately directly ' 

onto photographic paper. if oag > : 

When fully developed the Ultrafax system would be —————————ee 

very simple. Communications centers would be placed ’ y 

strategically in metropolitan and suburban areas. The 0 | coemar eres 0 

message would be placed before the flying spot television wane a gee Sas 

scanner. Here the message is transformed from its visual ol . i . i 

status into electrical impulses, by means of an RCA pho- , | nc: Peasection 

totube, then is flashed by wire to a radio transmitter @ ates _ ae were 

hich would flash it through the air to a radio relay sta- O48 “encoun OeG ) 
Ww. U. g y \e/ MATERIAL, e PA 

tion. In point-to-point operation these relay stations 
. e “i 6 RCA ULTRAFAX SYSTEM 

would be spaced twenty-five to fifty miles apart depending 

on the terrain, and each would “bounce” the signals on to Schematic drawing of the actual operations which take 

f : place between transmitting terminal and the receiving ter- 

the next station. The radio relay system for Ultrafax Wiel. 

would use the wide bandwidths used in television trans- The name—flying spot scanner—is derived from this 

mission which can handle 500,000 words a minute but dancing spot of light. By means of a lens, it is imaged on 

broader bandwidths of still higher frequencies have a_ the copy to be transmitted. When film recordings are used, 

capacity of a million words a minute. Signals reaching the spot of light passes through the lens and film to strike 

the receiving terminal are transformed into light images the phototube in a light-tight housing. This tiny vacuum 

on the face of the projection kinescope where it is pho- tube responds to the variations in light intensity by gen- 

tographed as it arrives. The total time elapsed from scan- erating electric currents which become radio signals at 

ning to photography—regardless of whether the distance the transmitter and flash through the air to points of des- 

travelled is twenty-five miles or across the country—would _ tination. 

be as short as one-thirtieth of a second. The Ultrafax signal can be radiated by either a broad- 
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cast-type television transmitter or by the microwave radio perimental Ultrafax transmission has processed film at a 
relay circuits already mentioned. The antenna for the rate as high as 320 messages a minute. 
transmitter must be mounted at high elevation with a By means of an Airgraph enlarger, these messages, re- 
clear view of the receiving point because these very short corded on 16 mm. film can be enlarged up to a full-page 
radio waves have the faculty of travelling in line-of-sight letter size. The film is threaded through an optical pro- 
from the antenna. Installed near the top of a specially jection unit of this continuous-process machine, and sen- 
constructed steels towers, the antenna reflectors send and sitized paper moves on a roll within focusing distance. 
receive equally well when handling Ultrafax, television The image of each message or frame is projected down 
Programs, or other radio services requiring wide band on the gate beneath which the photopaper passes. The 
widths. Receiving Messages een i Renteting at aloe ee the ees 

Uletrafax signals reaching the receiver antenna at the ©f thousands upon thousands of words every second. 
point of destination can be fed down from the towers by Development of Ultrafax 
coaxial cable to the receiver. This apparatus converts the Credit for contributing early Suggestions as to how UI- 
clectrical wave into a modulated light spot on the face trafax could employ radio relaying and television tech- 
of the receiving kinescope. Adjustments to the deflection niques goes to C. W. Hansell of the RCA Laboratories, a 
circuit, sctting of gain and brightness are made by the pioneer in developing ultra-high frequency radio-relay . ; systems. Advanced engineering and development work 

e a. is under the direction of Donald S. Bond, also a member Bes e tee of RCA Laboratories staff. Ze f ee . : ; ‘ a Ce ee Together with associates in RCA Laboratories and NBC, 
oy < 4 \ a o~ & 2 Mr. Bond devised the required electronic equipment, and ge Se gee fi a ‘ 5 ‘ : ay a. ¢" ‘y we Se in cooperation with engineers of the Eastman Kodak es an i. oA ~ — vy Company, added high-speed film Processing apparatus. 
cet aii | ae The system than was tested and refined jointly by the hae BAe , ig ae yi Jointly by am © a” ~~ a ni : aA r i fa ey ee it ‘e ~ ine £ various groups. 2 ol - . Ben! A) ee 6.E.0 ee is , F Future Uses 

aN, son a =f | The first message ever publicly transmitted over the i a | bored a a A ‘ : aa [ee 9 Ultrafax system was a handwritten letter by Brigadier 
‘ ae |. y el y y Brig a Ss : : ‘ | ae , g a General David Sarnoff, president and chairman of the 
ay A J ~_— Le - board of RCA, congratulating RCA scientists and engi- 
a V) "i Be . neers who created and developed this new method of ra- 

See i dio communications and concluded: “May Ultrafax, as eer , 
. . swift as light, open a new and useful service for mankind The principal elements of the sending terminal of RCA h » Duri the d i he Lib. f Ultrafax. At the left is a cathode ray tube for scanning mes- everywhere. uring the demonstration at the Library o sages on film as they pass through the unit on the center Congress, messages, technical drawings, and other ma- table. The instruments at the right are monitoring units. terial in foreign languages were among the numerous operator. It is just as important to have sharp focus, : . s ar : items transmitted by Ultrafax directly from the tower electrically as it is optically. The electron spot moves : 5 3 ss back: and Forth h i duci of the National Broadcasting Company’s television sta- ack and forth over the sensitive screen producing a . . : : 5‘ a P Eee tion WNBW at the Wardman Park Hotel to the te- single bright line trace. The intensity varies from instant ive 5 i ; . : . . ceiving terminal on the stage of the Library of Congress, to instant in exact synchronism with the light and dark 3 i 5 i . : a distance of three miles. portions of the picture at the distant transmitter. 5 : 5 General Sarnoff foresaw many possible developments With the lens opened, the camera beneath the receiv- ‘ a . . . : and summed them up briefly as follows: ing kinescope can be adjusted as an ordinary camera to 5 . ws . . . = . . . 1. The exchange of international television programs focus incoming images on the film inside. It is possible ‘ : : i ; achieved on a transoceanic basis. to remove the camera from the receiving panel in order Z es 5 _. ‘ . . 2. A service of television and Ultrafax by which the to load it with film. The Ultrafax camera itself is much oe ‘ 5 i : : : same receiving set would bring various types of publica- simpler than the type generally used for motion pictures. : z . : . . tions into the home, or a newspaper for that matter, with- It requires no mechanism to produce an intermittent mo- : i : : . : . . out interrupting the program being viewed. tion. When the motor is started, the film comes up imme- ane Boul a . d , 4 3. A system of world-wide military communications, for lately to its proper operating speed, moving unexpose ‘ : id ee ee ; P i 8 Yi oa 8 i. i this country, scrambled to the needs of secrecy, which ilm continuous rom the su spool past the lens : 3 aor y PPly SP P with ten transmitters could carry in sixty seconds the system. . 

y s . . peak load of message traffic cleared from the Penta- At the end of transmission, the exposed film can be 4.98 . : . F . . . _ ‘ gon Building in twenty-four hours during the height of trans‘crred quickly to the rapid processing unit in which, World War II 
unde darkroom conditions, it is passed through the min- ‘ P . : . - aan 4. The establishment of great newspapers as national iature developing tank. In this machine, the film is dew . . é ae 2 ; : . ; . institutions, by instantaneous transmission and reception veloped and fixed in less than fifteen seconds and dried be . 3 : i 4 Th loyed j of complete editions into every home equipped with a in twenty-five seconds more. The unit as employed in ex- (please turn to puge 34) 
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MORE PO \ \ ER @ @ @ 

by R. H. Pipkorn me’49 

The demands and competition in the field of small The arrangement was such to accommodate various com- 

internal combustion engines, say below 150 horsepower, _ binations of bores, strokes, and crank centers, but the 

has turned manufacturers to new ideas and principles. majority of the tests were conducted on a 3 inch bore 

One manufacturer, the McCulloch Motors Corporation of and 2.5 inch stroke at each crank, giving a total displace- 

Los Angeles, Calif., has employed the idea of the opposed ment of 35.3 cubic inches. The engine tests were made at 

piston engine. This engine has two pistons operating in 4000 rpm. using 80 octane fuel. Results were observed at 

the same cylinder, each connected to its own crankshaft on 29.2 to 29.7 inches of mercury barometric pressure and 

opposite sides of the engine. This principle is not new, 200 degrees Fahrenheit inlet manifold temperature before 

since it is now used on a Diesel engine being built for fuel injection. 

various applications. A summary look at the results of the various tests show 

This principle was turned to in order to mect the de- some interesting data. The power output was approxi- 

mands of the present day market—the demand for better mately proportional to the breathing capacity of the en- 

performance—because of the possibilities of improving gine. Air consumption in percentage of piston displace- 

the power-weight ratio, with good fuel economy and low ment indicated that air was not being wasted, which was 

manufacturing costs. remarkable since a flow of 754 of the piston displacement 

The Principle of Operation represents an output of one brake horsepower per cubic 

inch. The most important factor affecting scavenging 

Each cylinder contains two opposed pistons connected efficiency and manifold pressure was found to be exhaust 

to separate crankshafts at each side of the engine. Th: blowdown. Exhaust blowdown is the product of the ex- 

power received from the pistons is transmitted through the, ayct port area and the time interval from exhaust port 

connecting rods to the individual crankshafts. These opening until the inlet port opened. With the shape of 

ctankshafts carry pinions which mesh with a larger gear ihe ports used, an accurate approximation was one-half 

on the power take-off shaft. The actual combustion space of the total exhaust port area in square inches at the end 

is the cylindrical volume between the two pistons at the o£ the blowdown times the interval in crankshaft degrees. 

<a Low pressure, 6.5 inches of mercury, at full power re- 

The inlet port is at one end of the cylinder and is con- quired only moderate impeller speed and consequently 

trolled by the inlet piston, and the exhaust port is at the 

other end of the cylinder and is controlled by the other 

piston. This provides a uniflow arrangement, giving an , 

orderly flow of gases. The exhaust crank is given a lead a 

in order that the exhaust ports are well open to blow .. pe Yay 

down the burned charge to a low pressure before the inlet saa N 

piston permits entry of the fresh charge. A gear driven : Arey i ‘ * a ‘ \ 

supercharger forces the new charge through the inlet port y a a y a a! 

in a manner to provide rotation about the cylinder axis, of Yf j “ ie ky 4 / a” i! 

which is believed to aid stratification or separation of the Je ae Ye \W 

fresh charge from the products of the previous combus- y; Ce eg jg \ ‘ i a 

tion. 4 oS : ‘ : Po. & \ 

Fuel injectors discharge fuel into the inlet manifold : rs - gs i oo ce Cl 

through individual nozzles for each cylinder. All engine i e “a (! < ef 

bearings are lubricated and cooled by oil under pressure ‘A QN >» x + 5 y 

and a generous supply from the upper end of the con- om @\ 5 ay 

necting rod insures adequate cooling of the pistons. In if A ro FI —_. . 

the air-cooled version, aluminum fins are provided for By - SQ) 

the full length of the liners with space between the cylin- Qa of" — 

ders for suffcient air flow. ay 

Original Tests on a Single Cylinder Engine 

The original research on this engine was performed on (Photograph courtesy of MeCalloch Motors Corp.) 

a single cylinder test engine which was built large and . . 
x - 2 B gusts Photograph of the McCulloch Motors three-cylinder engine 

rugged to simplify construction and obtain reliability. as described in the article. 
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resulted in a greatly simplified supercharger. the weight is 1.52 pounds per brake horsepower. Ignition 
Design Consideration of the Multi-cylindered Engine is produced by dual, radio shielded magnetos. Fuel is 
The design of the multi-cylindered engine took into con- supplied to the cylinders by injection. Provisions were 

sideration numerous factors to gain many advantages, also made for a starter and a generator drive. The maxi- 
among which were lightness, compactness, good efficiency mum overall width is 21 inches, 30% less than usual; 
and smooth operation. These were gained by designing this improves visibility and cowling in tractor installa- 
the various parts using moderate stresses and simple design. tions. The overall length, including the starter and gener- 

The two cycle engine has advantages in the cycle itself, ator installed and including accessory removal clearance 
since a given power can be produced in a two cycle engine is 32 inches. The height, including the wet oil sump, is 
having more than twice the number of firing strokes with 19 inches. 
less piston displacement and a lower brake mean effective The main structure is the integral cylinder block, an 
pressure than is necessary in a four cycle engine. Optimum aluminum casting which includes cylinders, the inner half 
crankshaft speeds are higher due to the elimination of of both crankcases, and the front and rear housing flanges. 
valve arrangements. Displacement keeps piston velocity This casting requires no external cores and is easily cleaned on a par with other small aircraft engines. and inspected. Liners are shrunk into the cylinder bores 

The lower bmep, together with the small displacement, and finished in place. The through bores simplify the 
greatly reduces the mean and maximum forces on all finish boring oepration and honing operation. Cast cool- parts from pistons to propeller. The total maximum load ing fins cover the entire length of the barrel, consequently 
on the connecting rod is approximately one-third the value relatively large fin area is obtained without excessive fin obtained on current engines developing the same power length and attendant foundry costs. The cooling factor per piston. Added to this, there is practically no reversal compares favorably with that of larger engines using ma- 
of load, further reducing the fatigue stresses. This per- chined fins. The crankcases have unusually large exposed __ 
mits the use of smaller parts and also reduces the maxi- surfaces with cast fins both inside and outside, for inte- 

; gral cooling of the oil. All other castings, including the 
(— Sevan Bose remaining large parts—the front and rear housings and 

BO fe YR supercharger housing—are designed to be made in two 
AAA se MAN Y piece molds, consequently adaptable to permanent mold- 
| | , | EAS \\ ing or die casting. 

uy i 1 et ia H A liquid cooled model has also been designed with all 
\ aga | | | Ly) y coolant passages permanently fastened, eliminating the 
XO Ng WN nv PS LY; usual plumbing. With the coolant pump, the dry weight SSE \ Ba | ie a SSSz is slightly less than the air-cooled model and the rated 

Crd ma faomesr power is increased. 
(Pes teeroe All screws are easily accessible, and except for the spark 

plugs, only one wrench is needed to assemble the entire 
Schematic drawing of the opposed piston engine. Note engine. Through bolts have been used wherever possible 

that the exhaust port is open before the intake port is un- to eliminate threads in light metal castings. While this covered. ‘ : jl ‘ method increases weight slightly, it reduces cost and setv- 
mum bearing loads to only about one-half the usual values. ice problems. 

The opposed piston engine is almost in complete balance Because of the low pressure required, the centrifugal 
for any number of cylinders. For two or more cylinders, supercharger is driven from the rear of one of the crank- 
crankshaft counterweights are not necessary, and in fact, shafts through two spur gears. The rotor tip velocity is 
tend to increase rather than decrease the maximum main less than 700 feet per second. This low impeller speed 
bearing loads. A small unbalance couple exists when the means low stress and consequently simplifies manufacture. two crankshafts are out of phase, but this can be reduced, The supercharger is available to provide a very desirable 
if necessary, with counterweights at each end of the crank- improvement in engine performance at moderate altitudes. 

shafts. The oil pump with the tachometer drive is mounted at As is expected, the engine will give exceptionally smooth the rear of the other crankshaft and is driven at one-half power due to the fact that the firing impulses will be as the crankshaft speed. The oil sump is a separate unit and frequent as those in a twelve cylinder, four cycle direct is mounted underneath the center of the engine. Oil is 
drive engine running at the same propeller speed. This forced under pressure to all rotating bearing surfaces should also simplify the mounting of the engine for its through drilled passages. 

operation. The magneto, fuel inject tarte d generator 
. a . g ; injector, si r, and generator are Description of the Multi-cylindered Engine ‘ ; . se ‘ j . mounted in the nose section where they are accessible for The original engine was designed to operate as an ait inspection, adjustment or removal. The magnetos are craft engine. The displacement is 100 cubic inches, de- driven from each crankshaft at a point of minimum tor- veloping 100 horsepower at 4000 rpm. crankshaft speed sional vibration. The injector is driven through a spur and 2000 rpm, propeller speed. For these specifications (please turn to page 44) 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR Lp ‘Mee 

bf bist 
PRIVATE PROSPECTING EAPO 

t Fy 

V 
by John Warner m’50 ae 

(Photos courtesy Popular Science Monthly) Known reserves of uranium-bearing ores in the United 

States, 

Occurrence 

july 16, 1945, the first atomic bomb was exploded, Ironically, in this country, the producer of the energy, 

officially ushering in the atomic era. It was the end there are relatively few known good deposits. The original 

product of a $2 billion gamble by the scientists of the supplies came from pegmatites in New England and North 

United States and allied countries. With it came not only Carolina as well as from abroad. At present, attention is 

the means of ending the war more quickly, but countless being given primarily to the Colorado plateau area, Utah, 

peacetime uses of the products .. . radioactivity. Arizona, and New Mexico. Here, the ores being dug are 

But what of the resources that make these new discov- carnotite, and roscoelite type ores. A less productive 

eries possible? From what materials, by what processes source, but one which is being utilized is mine tailings 

are these resources converted, and finally, most important, from vanadium mines. The AEC (Atomic Energy Com- 

what amount of these resources exist; for the theoretical mission) has reserved an area of 115 square miles in 

life span of the newly created atomic era is dependent upon southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utah. The com- 

the quantity of basic supply. mission, with the help of the U. S. Geological Survey, is 

The answers to these questions, some of them, are known making a comprehensive study of these areas and testing 

only to a handful of scientists. The answers to others, for uranium bearing ores. Those lands found to contain 

by a larger group. Just what is and can be known by the uranium will become available for development by private 

public? interests under arrangements with the government. As of 

The processes by which radioactivity and fission are last July, no further withdrawals were contemplated until 

utilized to produce atomic energy are of course secret. It this one was completely examined. 

would hardly be understandable to the layman anyway, Of considerable interest are the recent discoveries on 

so it shall be disregarded. Our concern will be with the the northern shores of Lake Superior. Here, high grade 

raw materials, their location, methods of detection, and pitchblende finds have been verified by leading Canadian 

government regulations concerning private prospecting. geologists. Heretofore, the only known deposits were in 

northern Canada and the Belgian Congo. In the area of 

emg mr = ge eA pee Vee this new find, claim seekers have been filing claims in true 

= ¢ Ce ‘ eat 3 ? gold-rush style, even though the extent of the deposits is 

% oe Ne os aa oe not yet known. Great opportunities appear to exist there. 

© Ce ees y ee ee iG With this and other recent discoveries, it would seem 

ae Be wie oe. 2 we rs, ‘ ane . that there are still large areas as yet unprospected. 

corer Gee o \ a as ¢ fe - Uranium is found in widely varying climates and geologi- 

ga e ee = ae cal areas as well, from Colorado to northern Canada, 

® as eae a : : eae a oo ae southern Canada to New England. 

: (eee a im) Uranium Bearing Minerals 

Wie Sea aE 

tee a y ae ot es The fact that this valuable and much sought-after ele- 

ed Ps 4 . “sal ment is found in such different areas and under such 

- ‘ A ey pag ‘ Scant! different conditions leads one to inquire about its makeup, 

ee _ ~~ ba “a [> SE its characteristics, and compounds. Just how and in what 

a mn cal ‘ eee owe form does uranium present itself? 

a OR AL SN Ne \ Uranium is a metal, and as such will be found in many 

Determining radioactivity, an investigator times his electro- states comparable to other metals, such as the oxide Us Os. 

scope’s reaction. It is very active, for it is known to be present in over 100 
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38 SRA ON ae high-grade ore. With experience, the prospector will be- 
gh a ae 7 ta ee Uf of Ga come familiar with these changes and be able to allow 

; i Us, a ee 2 8 aS PF for them. 

pee i ail b 7 ae Too rapid movement of the counter, overhanging, or 
7 ne . Poe ie aes overbearing rock, and wall rock are all liable to decrease 
iv y as oe See > or completely cut off any radiation. Generally, the count 
es F 2 phe yee must be 3 or 4 times the usual background count, to indi- 
ao a -. ate ry cate radioactive ores. 

Ss ; a ee Sy A number of different companies manufacture Geiger 
ed & : \. a oaee sf counters at prices ranging from $100 to $300. These port- 

bs ‘ei f? ie ef able field units are built to stand a normal amount of 
C7 Se 7 ey abuse. Very humid conditions are not good, such as a 

1% ” ha : H ow. very wet mine, but they may be operated in the rain on 
Fe We 2a the surface where air circulates freely. Normal careful 

ea Rods Md : care is sufficient to keep the counter in good condition. 
Fee AR eA ee A a. No license is required to use the counter or prospect for 

. radioactive materials. 
Testing panned gravel for telltale glow, under ultra-violet 

light. Another scientific instrument that has found use with 
minerals; however only two have produced the bulk of prospectors is the familiar electroscope. The electroscope 
the supply to date: is charged as usual and the leaves separate. When brought 

Pitchblende, or uraninite, is a very heavy, dark brown, near uranium bearing ores, the radioactive rays ionize 
hard, glossy mineral that occurs in well defined veins. the atmosphere and cause the charge to leak off, thus 

These veins usually are found among gold, silver, iron, allowing the leaves to come together. First, the operator 
zinc, or cobalt deposits. A prospector can be quite confi- must determine the normal length of time required for the 
dent that his find of pitchblerde will yield not only ura- charge to leak off. With this as his base, he can judge 

nium but other valuable metals as well. the intensity of the radiation that he receives. Modern 
Another form occurs in carnotite and autunite, which portable electroscopes have tiny gold plated quartz hairs 

are soft and powdery and a bright canary yellow in color. that are viewed through a magnifying eyepiece. These are 
Torbernite is similar, but bright green. These oxidized available at less cost than the more sensitive Geiger 
minerals occur as incrustations on surface rocks or as dis- counter. 
seminations through them, and in near surface open frac- The counter and electroscope are not the only means 

tures, in sandstone or shale. by which ores can be located. Night prospecting is some- 
Acting much the same as uranium is thorium, which is times important in that some radioactive minerals glow 

equally as valuable. Thorium occurs in monazite; the under ultra-violet light. With the ultra-violet light flashed 
chief commercial deposits of this mineral are placers. on them, they glow with a characteristic greenish yellow 

Methods of Detection tint. At night or in mines, this method can be used to 
Uranium bearing substances virtually shout for recogni- more definitely locate the ores themselves with more accu- 

tion, as through the earphones of a Geiger-Muller counter. racy than the Geiger counter would have indicated. 
As such, the counter is one of the most valuable tools It is unfortunate that the two primary uranium supply- 
of the prospector. The Geiger counter has a gas-filled ing minerals, pitchblende and carnotite, do not glow when 
glass tube containing a hollow metal electrode, with a under ultra-violet light. However, uranium in the absence 
tungsten wire in its center. Radioactive rays cause a dis- of rare-earth elements can be identified by fusing the 
charge from a battery in the circuit, which produces a uranium bearing material with lithium or sodium fluoride 
click in the earphones. The frequency of the clicks deter- in a loop of wire. The bead thus produced will glow under 
mines the amount of radioactivity present in the area. ultra-violet light, even if only a minute amount of uranium 

Clicking is always heard, due to random gamma radia-_ is present. 

tion and cosmic rays, therefore the first and most impor- Fluorescence alone is not a test for uranium, for some 
tant step with the counter is to establish the background non-uranium bearing minerals will glow under ultra-violet 
count. This background count will vary for different in- light. Scorpions, horned toads, lizards, and snakes fluor- 
struments, and will not be the same at all times on the esce gold or cream. Fossil teeth, shells, bones, etc., are 
same instrument. Temporary variations will arise from likely to glow, as well as petrified wood. Radioactive sub- 
several factors: Some types of bedrock contain more stances are sometimes carried in solution and end up in 
radioactivity than others. Limestone is usually inert, while these substances. In Colorado two impregnated petrified 
granite often will contain some radioactive minerals, there. wood logs yielded 100 tons of ore with enough radium, 
fore crossing from limestone to granite would jump up uranium, and vanadium to pay the finder nearly $250,000. 
the count. Other substances like antlers and jaw bones glowing 

Sometimes depressions in the earth blot out the incom- weirdly in the dark, have led to rich discoveries. 
ing cosmic rays, decreasing the count. A fairly large area If samples of these minerals are desired, it is possible 
of weak activity may be confused with a small crevice of (please turn to page 32) 
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A Prophecy - - - 

by Robert Johnson e’50 

The future growth predicted for the electrical power should be about 160 million people inhabiting this coun- 

industry in the United States is phenomenal. Even the try, and every one of them will contribute in innumerable 

conservative estimates of authorities concerned directly ways to increasing the demand for electric energy. As is 

with the field show that by 1957 the energy load on the seen from the chart, the proportion of those people em- 

electric power systems in this country will be almost dou- ployed in good years to the total population is almost 

ble the peak capacity output of the present generating constant during the period of time covered. The relation- 

equipment. Mr. G. A. Price, the president of Westing- ship between the total national product and the total elec- 

house Electric Company predicts that in order for the tric power generated is illustrated by the two remaining 

industry to meet these tremendous demands, the existing curves on the third chart. During the period shown, the 

generating capacity will have to be incteased at least value in 1941 dollars of all goods and services rose 230 

eighty per cent. This expansion will probably require the per cent while the total eneregy generated in the country 

power companies to spend in the next ten years an 

amount of imoney equivalent to all of their presently in- (LELELELLeET Tt tet 

vested capital. These estimates coupled with the high ree EE ELE TT 

expectations of many of the engineers and businessmen Total generated 

in the field promise busy, prosperous years for the elec- A eas oa 

. ; 400 le power indeary, FERECoCCCeE Co 
The growing use of electrical energy is shown in Chart rt [i rELEeT Ler’ V1 1 

I. All of the curves show how the demand for electricity RHEE 

has jumped upward in recent years, and the dotted por- PEELE LEL Ey 7 TT 

tions of the curves represent the conservative estimates woot FEP TTT tt ria isi [| | 

of the future power requirements for industry and the 3 CEE Snes | | 

general public. Curve A shows that the electrical power s CEE I [| 

generated by utilities has increased 400 percent in the = TT {| CELL OLA TT 

past twenty-two years, and that within the next decade g [| [| LLL IAT 

the generative capacity of the utility companies is ex- § woot +I PEA to 

pected to be almost double its present rating. Curve B 2 COLLECT [| 

represents the power generated by industry within itself, PLEEELE VALLE TTT 

and Curve C shows the total amount of electrical energy SE eta 

generated in the country. The rise in the total industrial || [| TTY VE et 

use of electricity is illustrated by Curve D. Domestic, wo LLLP ATE tT 

commercial, and farm loads make up the difference be- LANCE 

tween curves C and D. LE Tem TTT Ett ey 

FUNDAMENTAL FACTORS ee cree by | | 

Three basic factors act cumulatively to result in the COCP CLEP ve || 

rapidly growing demand for electric power according to coo bbb bbb nn 

a paper presented to the Adirondack Industrial Power 1925 8303S HAD HAS OBES 

Sales Conference by Mr. L. A. Umansky, the assistant (Cuts courtesy General Electric) 

manager of the Industrial Engineering Division of Gen- increased by more than 600 per cent. The effect of busi- 

eral Electric Company. It is his belief that the limit of ness cycles is not the predominant factor in the overall 

industrial application for electric power and equipment demand for electricity. 

is sky high. The only method of improving the standard of living 

In the first place, the population of the United States of America and the world is through the production of 

is as shown in Chart II. From 1790 to 1890 the popula- material goods. The second factor contributing to the 

tion in this country grew approximately according to the widespread use of electrical power states that only by 

following relationship: using more power per man can more goods be produced. 

n = 3.9 e?04¥ Increasing the power at the disposal of each worker in- 

where n is the population in millions, y the number of creases correspondingly his ability to produce more goods. 

years after 1790, and e the base of the natural Jogarithm Man alone is highly impotent; but with the control of 

system. Although this relationship no longer holds ex- powerful tools and machines, man becomes a mighty 

actly, the population of the United States has increased creature. In fact, since there appears to be no natural 

35 per cent in the last twenty-seven years. By 1955 there limit to the amount of power a man can control, there 
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should be no limit to his standard of living. At least this ful levers at work pressing for greater efficiency through 
is one way of improving his economic position. For ex- electrification. Residential uses are expected to continue 
ample, between 1900 and 1940 the power at the disposal to increase with the continued production of household 
of each production worker in the United States was more gadgets. Mr. W. E. Schubert, president of the Wiscon- 
than tripled; and in that same period the working time sin Utilities association, reported that in Wisconsin alone 
put in by each hourly employee was cut by one third, and _ the residential use of electricity had increased 118 per cent 
his real wages were more than doubled. For the period with the last ten years with twenty-one per cent of this 
from 1927 to 1947, Chart III shows how the manufac. increase occurring in 1947. All of the many new ideas of, 
turing industries increased their employment by 50 per and developments for, health, comfort, and convenience 
cent, and at the same time nearly doubled the amount of will lead to a vastly expanded national use of electricity. 
electric power used per worker. Consequently the output In addition, the fields in which electricity is being put 

to use are constantly expanding. Electronic devices for 
TT] HA | Lat | the control of industrial machinery present tremendous 
aos A | fae LH possibilities. For example, the electronic control of cut- 

sor Poe iH te ting tools and the automatic handling of work surfaces 
| HH Population of usa LAT | ft |_| TT] was one of the features displayed at the machine tool show 

« HEH HA! _=]250— in Chicago. Increased production through electricity is 
38 a + Oy ci es 2 illustrated in the new steel strip mills that operate at 
32 00 — product in 1941 dollars 7A) a 2008 speeds over 5000 feet per minute on their processing 
sf FA ott DH +4 | 3 lines. Heavy kraft paper nineteen feet wide is being 
38 | cc LV TH cH Pho 3 made at 2000 feet per minute in one mill; and textile, tin, 

r LIA Les 2 and glass plants are all trying to improve the speed on 
50| i=" CI Zee LT 0 their processing lines. These production records are dou- a Pa — RECT EET LI H bly important because they require electrical power and 
L4 PT a : coo [ 450 equipment far in excess of the proportionate increases in 
|| le [TT | Sh [| production. 

ou hile leah! Lh mae LL fpf tisk tl New applications are constantly being found for induc- 
tion and radio frequency heating. Dielectric heating for 

per man hour has risen, the workers’ real wages have example is being used to speed the manufacture of ply- risen, and the number of working hours per man per week wood, and infrared light is being used in countless appli- has fallen. Therefore fundamentally the way to increase cations to dry paints and enamels rapidly. Arc furnaces 
production is to increase the amount of power at the for melting are already in widespread use, but radio fre- 
disposal of each worker. quency heat for melting, tempering, and welding is just 

Here the third factor enters in. As each worker Ppro- coming into adolescence. Even the many new uses for 
duces more due to the greater utilization of power, it is electronic air cleaners in such traditionally dirty places 
found that each unit of production contains more elec- as steel mills promise to add to the power load of the 
trical energy. Chart IV illustrates the increase in energy future. 
content per unit of production. Since 1939 the chart WESTINGHOUSE PREDICTIONS 
shows that the use of electric power per production unit Gwilym A. Price, the president of Westinghouse Elec- 
has risen by ten per cent. This increase is because elec- tric Corporation predicted in a speech at the convention 
tricity is not limited to acting merely as a source of me- of the Edison Electric Institute at Atlantic City that the 
chanical Bower’ ito! replace manpoower; electrical energy annual load on the power systems in the United States is an excellent chemical and thermal agent in many indus- would increase at the rate of 30,000 kilowatt-hours pet trial Processes and is rapidly replacing many old tech- minute for each of the 5,250,000 minutes in the next ten niques. 

years. 

NEW USES FOR ELECTRICITY To as large an extent as possible, Mr. Price has based The general reasons for the expanded usage of electrical his estimates on facts and not on mere extrapolations of energy are many. New products require new factories curves of past performance. He feels that “large as these which in turn will add either directly or indirectly to the charted increases are, there are good reasons for thinking power system load. Large amounts of steel, building ma- that these Prognostications are on the conservative side. terials, equipment and apparatus all utilize alarge amount This is because of numerous intangible but inexorable of electric power in their Processing. In the end, new trends that are difficult to reduce to concrete figures; products generally require additional electricity either to some may be calculated with a fair degree of accuracy, make or to run, or possibly both. The diminishing grades and some are quite intangible.” In his speech he cited of many of our natural resources such as iron ore will several of the major changes in the industrial scene which require future purification processes and undoubtedly will contribute heavily to the large future demand for entailing a considerable use of electric power. Rising labor electric power. 
costs and the efforts for greater productivity are power- One such change is the synthetic-fuel program spon- 
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sored by both the government and private industry. The facts produced by this study were so encouraging that the 

original plans call for plant installations to provide two results were published in a booklet entitled “The Electrical 

million barrels of liquid fuel a day; such a program would Industry by 1957”. 

require about 700,000,000,000 horsepower-hours a year 

to produce with the synthetic fuel plants now being con- — Coo 1 rl ro 

structed. A large part of this power requirement would ¢ PH TTI 3 

be satisfied by mechanical drive turbine compressors using 2 TCL TT TT aT ri & 

heat liberated in the chemical process, but a very large 25 FEET eect ANCL s 
3 53 | [_ [| |monutacturing industries only? 7) |SVAT] 2? 

part would also have to be electric power. In fact the 3 Oooo TLL rho 3 

electrical energy requirements of this program call for 32 PCE 2 

more than twice as much power per year as is now being <3 TL | | AAT Ll FE 1 3 

generated by all the utilities. e3 RHR ea nee used by | z 

The Westinghouse executive also pointed out that large oo SA EEE | AH 2 

as the new and expanded industries will be, there will yet e Ae 7 ti arn 5 

remain the huge job of modernizing existing facilities. He st Teste mages Oy | - CL > 

stated that in the Westinghouse corporation itself, the 3E FLPyYEreeP TTT Ty [TTT | 3 

plant planning department recently made a survey of all 5 HH HH ip coe « 

the company’s operations and found that if the new 8 Hie +H +4 aaa H 1 3 

processes and machines were added which were actually ‘291930 1935 1940 1945 47 

justified by the volume of production, the electric power Working on the assumption that use of electrical ener- 
consumption of the corporation would increase by 35 per : & m 5 if ; £ th f electrical 
eeutl gy gives an excellent indication of the use oF ¢€ ectrica. 

equipment, the Westinghouse engineers studied the long 

MODERNIZATION OF INDUSTRY term power demand trends for four major classes of con- 

Electrification of industry is a cumulative task far great- mers: 

er than any mere increase in electric power consumption. 1). Residential 

Mr. Umansky explains in his paper on future industrial “ 

power requirements that a plant “which many would 2)+ Farm . . . 

call 100 per cent electrified may be the most fertile ground 3). Small industrial and commercial 

for additional or new electrical equipment. This so-called 4). Large industrial and commercial 

modernization or electrification is never complete; in RESIDENTIAL CONSUMPTION 

fact, its tempo is mounting from year to year.” The study shows that residential users have been using 

Modernization may take hundreds of different shapes ore and more power, and the prediction is made that 

and forms; industrial processes become outmoded, equip- by 1957 the utility companies will be supplying some 

ment grows obsolete, or just general improvements may thirty-four million customers with electric power. 

be made. The modern teend is to operate the processes “People conserve during tight periods by delaying the 

continuously, reduce material handling, increase operat- purchase of a new suit or car, but they do not stop using 

ing speeds, substitute automatic controls, and eliminate their electrical ranges, vacuum cleaners, lights, or refriger- 

the danger of human errors. Modernization of one fac- ators.” The booklet stated that, "We are rapidly tying 

tory may so improve conditions, reduce costs, and raise home operations so closely to electricity that any inter- 

wages that competing concerns are forced to modernize. ruption of electric service becomes almost a crisis.” 

This process continues and continues as long as science New appliances, and the availability of many other 

and engineering develop new and better processes and pre-war devices have contributed heavily to the present 

equipment. increase in domestic power consumption. 

Electrical equipment itself is rapidly becoming more ‘An exerpt from the July 1948 Westinghouse Engineer 

complicated as various complex mechanical operations  <tates that “The home, power-wise, appears to be a bottom- 

are taken over by electrical controls. The elaborate equip- —[¢s, pit, which there is no chance to fill to the brim with 

ment on many of the automatic machine tools now being kilowatt-hours. There are many well appreciated load 

manufactured raises the cost of these machines, but as  uyilders such as improved lighting, home freezers, air- 

usual the increased production, decreased maintainance, conditioners, dishwashers, electric bed coverings, radio 

and improved operation of the better equipment bears and television sets, and the changed ‘power habits’ that 

out the additional investment in cost. Electrical power faye resulted from the automatic cycle dishwasher and 

generally operates the improved equipment, and so the its companion, the dryer.” For instance, one simple unit 

power consumption is increased by both the construction ike the little bactericidal Sterilamp, which has such large 

and operation of every new machine. sanitation possibilities, installed in each wired house in 

; WESTINGHOUSE SURVEY the country would increase the nation’s power load by 

The market development department of Westinghouse 500,000 kilowatts. That is with only one lamp per house! 

Electric recently conducted a survey for the guidance of Other household gadgets, each adding their small yet 

the company’s long range production planning. The (please nuvm 10 page 48) 
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Science Highlights 
by Howard Traeder m’48 

STRATOVISION hour. Seven thousands pounds of system were made late in 1944 and 
Television pictures of the Repub- equipment including a four-man early in 1945 by C. E. Nobles, 30- 

lican National Convention were crew will be required’ in each air- year-old Texas-born engineer and 
beamed as far west as Central Ohio plane which will carry 1,250 gallons originator of the airborne television 
in the first public demonstration of of fuel for cruising plus reserves, transmission system. Full scale de- 
“Stratovision.” This demonstration climb and descent requirements. velopment was begun by Westing- 
of the world’s first airborne tele- The cabin on the commercial Strat- house and the Glenn L. Martin 
vision station was put on by the ovision plane will be pressurized Company in the fall of 1945. The 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation and dual equipment will be used first flight tests were made that fall 
and the Glenn L. Martin Company, wherever practicable for reliability. and in early 1946. Current test re- 
co-developers of ‘“Stratovision.” Heat anti-icing on all wing and fuse- sults indicate that the preliminary 
The Stratovision plane, experimen- lage leading edges and windshield estimate of coverage in a circle of 
tal station W10WXB, picked up are standard on the 2-0-2. Blind 400 miles diameter was conserva- 
broadcasts from WNBW, Washing- landing equipment and navigational tive. The top record achieved to 
ton, D. C., and WMAR.TV, Balti- radar will be included on the Strato- date at 25,000 feet altitude is cover- 
more, while circling over Pittsburgh vision plane. age of an area 525 miles in diam- 
at 25,000 feet and rebroadcast on Television and FM radio waves eter. 
Channel 6 over an area approxi- travel in a straight line and for all Although at present, operation of 
mate 525 miles in dimeter surround- practical purposes stop at the hori- only one Stratovision station has 
ing the city. The broadcast cov- zon. This means that television been requested, a coast-to-coast net- 
ered nine states. broadcasts from the highest practi- work linking New York and Holly- 

A modified B-29 was used in this cal tower erected on the ground can wood broadcasting four television 
first test but Ben A. Carroll, Mar- be received only 35 to 50 miles away. and five FM network programs and 
tin’s Stratovision engineer, has out- The Stratovision system simply puts requiring only eight planes flying 
lined plans for a special airplan2 the antenna and transmitter in an about 400 miles apart has been pro- 
especially designed to meet thz airplane flying in lazy circles high jected. By adding six planes to this 
needs of this type of operation and above the earth, beyond the sight system for added coverage in the 
equipped for all-weather flying. of ground observers. The short Southeast and Northwest, service 
Present plans call for a Martin waves sent out from this airborn> would be provided over 51 per cent 
2-0-2 with a gross weight of 39,000 antenna blanket the earth’s surfac> «8 a4. g : . : of the nation’s area, which includes pounds, powered by two Pratt and like a great inverted ice cream cone . 
Whitney R-2800 engines. The 2-0-2 and cover an area approximately 78 per cent of the population. A 
will require 32 minutes to reach 500 miles across or equal to about network of ground stations span- 
station altitude and cruise for thre2 the combined area of New York ning across the country but cover- 
hours in a 3'4 mile radius circle at Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. ing a much smaller area would re- 
a reduced speed of 180 miles per First studies of the Stratovision (please turn to page 40) 

Pe AR ee BPS a i y\ ae i) Py amit oe nas Vege 1. Gren oe r eee nti SN Te: ae : 
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Cuts courtesy Westinghouse Shown here is a B-29 converted to Stratovision use and a map to indicate the areas that could be covered. 
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Regulation of Humidity 

CONTROLLED Ligh 
Temperature 

CONDITIONS = —_— Noise 
(Photos courtesy The Austin Co.) 

by Eugene Haupt m’49 

One of the relatively new developments in the building temperature requirements. ‘ 

field has been the “controlled conditions” plant. While In the “controlled conditions” plant each operation and 

there are a number of these plants in operation today each process follows the others like links in a chain in a 

their broad scope and true significance are not fully under- direct line and in a single building. Group control 

stood. A “controlled conditions” plant is one in which the reaches its greatest degree of efficiency. Each production 

principal conditions affecting efficient operation—such as line is controlled as a group by new and simplified meth- 

light, temperature and humidity—are under full control ods of supervision, enabling management to nip losses 

and independent of the natural sources. and waste in the bud instead of periodically holding post 

Only a few notable “controlled condition” p!ants were mortems over cost analyses. 

built until the demands of World War II for precision Every square foot of floor space pays a maximum re- 

products immediately focused attention on this new type turn. The “controlled conditions” plant provides large, 

of plant and plant operation. Its control of light, tempera- clear unobstructed floor areas which permit the most de- 

ture and air quality made possible the most effective sirable layout entirely independent of the lighting re- 

production of such precision products as bombsights, air- quired for specific operations because there are no dark 

craft engines, radar and electronics devices—to name a Spots. 

few. This close interlocking of all operations into one com- 

Some of the handicaps which conventional plants are plete unit, previously practically impossible, has devel- 

operating under which are more or less taken for granted oped the “controlled conditions” plant into a mammoth 

are— machine in which these new achievements in straight line 

a. Lack of uniform operating and working conditions. production have reduced costs from 10 to 25 per cent in 

b. Lack of flexibility to meet varying production de- certain types of operations. 

mands economically. Group control with simplified supervision and low in- 

c. “Straight-line” production that is not straight. ventories effect tremendous reductions in the expense of 

d. Lack of uniform light of proper intensity and qual- cost keeping. 

ity. The “controlled conditions” plant makes possible lower 

e. Lack of uniform atmospheric conditions. costs through reduction of fatigue, decreased sickness, 

f. Excessive noise. fewer accidents, and lessened labor turn-over. 

g. High machinery obsolescence factors. In heavy physical labor, the New York State Commis- 

It was to overcome these and other handicaps that a sion of Ventilation found that the work accomplished 

fundamentally new kind of industrial plant was devel- was 15 per cent less at 75 degrees Fahrenheit with 50 per 

oped, the “controlled conditions” plant where a scienti- cent relative humidity than at 68 degrees with the same 

fic approach was employed in analyzing basic problems. humidity, and 28 per cent less at 86 degrees with 80 per 

“Controlled conditions” have previously been used toa cent relative humidity. Stale air was found to reduce the 

limited extent because they were absolutely indispensable amount of work performed by 9 per cent. 

in the manufacturing processes of such items as food pro- In office work the change is even more pronounced. An 

ducts, textiles, tobacco manufacturing, paper and printing, 

chemicals, and wood working. While “controlled condi- : i ee — : 

tions” can still improve production in many instances be- - i. r ; aS ; 

cause of their effect on the materials themselves, the pos- - oo < it : ; a i 

sibilities of increased profits through industrial comfort, a / hy an , oo a. 

resulting in less breakage, fewer “seconds” and rejects, ; 2 4 a, - at we 

less waste, and generally improved products, are practical- ee. : et baal ge 

ly unlimited. b ie : ae ’ Cue 
Operating and working conditions vary widely in con- al - ~ a 

ventional plants, and their effects upon quality of product , eco IN La Nh 5 

and employee relations are frequently underestimated. =< Eke i = its 

In conventional plants every effort has been made to lm Ese | | 

employ straight line production methods to the greatest Goo di ~ i oe -_ Pal hhh 

possible extent. Nevertheless it was considered impracti- . —— - aes he ants —— 

cal to house all operations in a single main manufacturing ae _— ae —— 

building because of waste heat, fumes, noise, dust, and a eat : = ‘ 
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increase in efficiency of 51.4 per cent was accomplished in Although the conventional plant does permit ventila- 
an office by merely moving into a new office building tion to some extent through the use of hinged windows or 
which was air conditioned. sliding sash, here again it is subject to the whims of the 

Natural lighting as secured through the use of sash in elements with erratic changes in outside temperatures and 
side walls, monitors, skylights, and sawtooth roof con- humidity, and with added fumes and dust it leaves much 
struction has not solved the problems of heat, glare, and to be desired, both from the standpoint of manufactur- 
variation from day to day, and from hour to hour during _ ing processses and employee comfort and efficiency. 
the day. In the “controlled conditions” plant which does In wide buildings with over 100,000 sq. ft. of floor sur- 
not rely upon sunlight for the light source, illumination face the central areas are stagnant even with the use of 
is uniform. roof monitors. Supplementary systems are added to off- 

The quality of light is very important. Good quality of set this condition often at a cost which exceeds the cost 
light results when such factors as the following are pro- of this item in a “controlled conditions” plant as original 
vided: (a) uniform illumination, (b) good vision, (c) ab- equipment. 
sence of glare, (d) adequate intensity. Heating in the winter time costs more in a conventional 

In the “controlled conditions” plant good quality of plant than in a “controlled conditions” plant due to the 
light can be attained at all times; fixtures can be used con- large heat loss through the windows. Furthermore, the 
taining a combination of daylight, white, and mercury uncontrolled sash loss is depended upon to provide a 
lamps; and daylight vagaries are eliminated. Since most supply of fresh air in the conventional plant while in the 
manufacturing plants should be designed to operate on at “controlled conditions” plant the supply of fresh air is 
least a two-shift basis, the conventional plant should have controlled summer and winter. 
the same installation of lighting as the “controlled condi- Little appreciated is the heat emitted by lights, motors, 
tions” plant. Furthermore, in the majority of convention- process equipment and the surprising amount contributed 
al plants, the lighting system is often in full operation, by the employees themselves. In a building with 100,000 
but during the daylight hours the conventional plant suf- sq. ft. of floor area, having a high concentration of 
fers from such unfavorable factors as glare and heat rays. machinery and employees, this may equal the heat output 
Lighting can be controlled within 2 or 3 footcandles in a for a 200 horsepower boiler. In summer this appreci- 
“controlled conditions” building, but may vary as much able heat gain aggravates working conditions. In winter 
as 75 footcandles in a conventional plant when daylight this would be a desirable source of heat, but because of 
is supplemented by the artificial lighting system. rapid heat dissipation through conventional roofs and 

A combination of natural and artificial lighting con- walls, its benefit is practically nil. 
trolled by photo cells to maintain uniform lighting could In the “controlled conditions” plant, this internal heat 
be used. This would be a satisfactory method of over- gain becomes a decided asset in winter. While the cost of 
coming the objections to daylight and might meet with equipment to absorb this internal heat gain is an appreci- 
general acceptance if it were not for the fact that lighting able item during hot humid weather, in winter this heat 
is only one of the problems of control. The windows still soiitkee: permits a smaller boiler capacity and lower oper- 
permit heat loss in winter and heat gain in summer, ad- ting costs because of the inherent insulation of the build- 
mit glare, transmit outside noises all year round, and fur- ing structure required for summer cooling. 
thermore dirt and fumes readily filter through conven- In precision work and quality control, now a factor in 
tional factory sash. many branches of the metal working industry, “con- 
re ee ow trolled conditions” are very important. Tolerances of plus 

eo us aoe ne = or minus 0.0002 inches are not uncommon in instrument 
a nial ae ae work and instrument components. An increase in tempera- 

ae ae mtn 3 == ai : ture of 30 degrees causes a piece of aluminum only 1% 
oS LY rT rere oe o inches long to expand nearly 0.0006 inches. Yet, tem- 
=a ee aac - WT ead ae, ae: i perature changes of 30 degrees are common many days 

cpp ne ae fits : 0 ea ae of the year and in most industrial sections of the country. 
a) psx 8 gf 0k om a oe: Controlled conditions can contribute to the quality pro- 

ai oy Pag i ogi = oad Fs a duction of any product sensitive to temperature and 
a eae : (en ft aa moisture. Wood furniture and other wood products, tex- 
- i é : i a = tiles (cotton, wool, rayon, linen), ceramic products, con- 

: <r ad cae g . ¥ fectionary and chewing gum, pharmaceuticals (coated 
“<a> yee = Z a pills, salts, capsules, infant goods), films, lacquers, var- 

e 4 bss ite eet | r nishes, leather goods, linoleum, paper and paper pro- 
“ Sey ee : ducts, rubber and rubber products, soap and food pro- 

i, » ° ducts. A sheet of paper stock may shrink one-eighth of an 
inch in an hour’s time, when brought from cool storage come i i anaaceing ae a WeatePahes, © a heated preseroom. Paper shrinks and cuts inks need Company’s new electronics plant in Allentown, Pa., is indi. driers, printers must use summer rollers, and are troubled cated by this view. (please turn to page 42) 
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SS UNIVERSITY “INSTRUCTORS” 
Ye A Guest Editorial 

i WISCONSIN high schools and grammar schools is the fact that he always had the answer the next class 

the requirements for teachers are set by law. These period. He never just forgot about it the way most “in- 

prerequisites include, among others, both psychology and structors” seem to. Remember, “Fools can ask questions 

teaching methods. When a new teacher is engaged, some- that wise men cannot answer.” 

one, usually the principal of the school, audits a number There are other “instructors” in my past, such as one 

of the teacher’s classes. In fact, in Milwaukee high schools who could not answer two-thirds of the questions put to 

every teacher has some of his or her classes visited by the him. He could not keep to the schedule of assignments. 

principal every semester. At the end of the year, each He did, however, know his subject. He just was not a 

teacher is given a report card on which he is rated on teacher, and most of the students believe that he never 

various qualifications. These qualifications include the fol- will be. 

lowing: personal appearance, teaching ability, cooperation Others I have suffered with had neither the knowledge 

with others, ability to handle students, etc. On the basis nor the ability to teach. Remember those finals that made 

of this confidential rating a teacher is able to judge his or you wonder if you were in the right place? 

her work and the newer teacher can follow suggestions Some instructors seemed to have the knowledge, but 

for improvement from his more experienced colleagues. just could not put it across, although they really tried. 

Of course, this is not always followed to the letter in prac- These men, with a little help, would make excellent in- 

tice, but the results have been so good that the procedure structors. 

provided is followed rather closely. Several of the senior professors have not yet learned 

On the university level during the war years and im- how to present an efficient series of lectures. Their stu- 

mediately afterwards, the only requirements for instruc- dents complain very generally that he disturbs their sleep 

tors seemed to be a high grade point average. While an with nothing worthwhile. 

excellent general indication of attainment, this average My suggestions for correcting this situation are as 

most definitely is not any criterion of a person’s ability to follows: 

transfer that knowledge to others. At the present time, it 1. Formulate requirements for all university instruc- 

is necessary to be a candidate for an advanced degree or a tors. By this I mean, put them into words which every- 

holder of such a degree. Once more no attempt seems to one can read and understand. Of course, these re- 

be made to ascertain anything about the teaching quali- quirements should be adhered to once they are 

cations of the “instructors.” The quotation marks are used adopted. 

advisedly. 2. The head of a department and certain selected 

In my college career I have enjoyed and suffered both faculty representatives should audit, without advance 

from instructors worthy of the name and from “instruc- notice, classes taught by all instructors. This would 

tors.” One of the enjoyable experiences was a beginning provide an opportunity to make suggestions for im- 

course. The instructor in this particular course had both proved teaching methods and to insure the same 

the knowledge and the ability to teach others. One of his coverage in all classes of the course. This audit would 

outstanding qualications was his ability to explain a diffi- provide the basis for replacement of “instructors”. 

cult problem in several very different ways. He did not 3. Lastly, a tentative suggestion. Perhaps qualified 

simply repeat an explanation which had failed to put the faculty members of other departments, such as psy- 

problem across the first time. chology and education, could conduct classes or semi- 

Thermodynamics is supposedly one of the more un- nars to aid in improving the teaching methods. The 

pleasant courses in any engineering curriculum. One of practicability of this is beyond my limited experience, 

the younger instructors made my term of suffering quite but it would seem that university students are entitled 

pleasant. He knew his subject, and what’s more, he could to trained teachers just as are high. school students. 

explain it well. However, his outstanding characteristic, Remember, the wisest man is not necessarily the best 

to my mind, was his ability to say, “I don’t know, but T’ll instructor. 

find out.” What makes this an asset rather than a liability W.O.B. 
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VACATION Then there was the young bride who didn’t know what 

A Christmas tree to answer, “I do,” “I have,” or “I will.” 

For you and me, Kk Ok Ox 

And_ presents She reminds me of a stale glass of beer, no body and 
For us both. no head. 

Bring some beer x Ok Ok 
And pretzels, “Your husband looks like a brilliant man—I’ll bet he 
And we'll have knows everything.” 
A little toast. “Don’t be silly—he’s a lawyer and doesn’t suspect a 

* © & thing.” 

WOMEN x OKO 

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust; WIN $15 , 
If it wasn’t for paint, St. Pat Button Contest 
Women would rust. Work on your design during 

Thanks — Dukengineer Christmas vacation. 
a x Ok Ox 

Why does a certain MLE. instructor receive a copy of Mother to daughter: “If I’d had a bathing suit like 
the National Brewers Sader — Chug-a-lug. that when I was a girl, you’d be six years older.” x * 

Ok Ok 
“Do you neck?” Sorority sister: “The only thing a sweater does for her 
“That’s my business.” ie make her lich?” 
“Oh, good! A professional.” ue & 

kok ok 
MEN 

Waitress: “We have practically everything on the menu.” The bachelor is a happy guy, 
S. S.: “Yes, would you please bring me a clean one?” He has a lot of fun. 

x KO He sizes all the cuties up, 
Drunk in a phone booth: “Number! Hell I want my And never Mrs. one. 

peanuts.” Thanks — Iowa 
iy, x Ok Ok 

™ “Just between the two of us, you should remember to 
ae ‘ pull your blinds down. When I passed last night I saw 

r"9 Se a you kissing your wife.” 
By A A a2 — . l X ts “~ A) “Ha, that’s one on you! I wasn’t home last night.” 

jj > Br = 
Yf I i— K | x Ok Ok 
_L JE “Let’s cut EE.2 today John.” 

we “Can’t, I need the sleep.” 
ss ep es OOK Ok 

DY, ~ “Please close the top drawer of your bureau. It reminds 
"a )) me of my old girl friend, wearing a sweater.” 

. & ) * OK Ok 

( ‘} ° / The Mech. I instructor who says every couple has its 

net) moment hasn’t been out with my girl! 
“But sir, the handbook said, ... ” (please turn to page 42) . 
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cy ays f : ” 

Will this course help prepare me for a telephone job? 

“Yes, it will. And that would be true of almost 

any course you'd name. 

“That’s because varied abilities are required. 

The telephone system has mechanical engi- 

neers, electrical engineers, civil engineers, and 

so forth. Some are in development or research, 

and make contributions in these fields. More 

are in the operating end. They deal with eco- 

nomic as well as technical problems, handle 

personnel, and assume other responsibilities 

gained as their careers progress. 

“In other words, telephony has many inter- 

esting jobs. To prepare for one of them, learn 

your particular branch of engineering and gain 

as much all-around knowledge as you can.” 

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM fi yl \ 2 
eam B 
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how big the job = No matter how big the job-| PRINTED CIRCUITS . . . 
a (continued from page 9) 
eee the other types. 

te esrccupsnaa cee The dusting techniques lend themselves favorably to 
the printing of electronic circuits. Tungsten and molybde- 

mn num powder have been used to metallize ceramic bodies 
oe Fa] ha by dusting the powder and binder on the surface and fir- 
RR ait [ee ele aa ai ing. In electroplating conducting materials, metal pow- 

ders have been used to form a conducting film for the 
or how small- plating. An initial layer of bonding material or adhesive 

ink holds the powder in place. It is applied with a rubber 
A National Electric Product A&i—= ri or by similas i Tita “IT fea: ne way of dusting an electrical circuit onto a non- 
will fit into your plans. See conducting surface is to sprinkle a thin layer of metal 
National Electric for a dD powder through a thin noninflammable stencil. The metal 
complete line of electrical is melted by flashing a flame over the stencil. 

a = ; roughing-in materials. Ala An electrophotographic method has been developed to 
tal {HIF hold the powder to the surface in the proper pattern 

Wi RES—CABLES-CONDUIT SOR prior to flashing. It is applicable to any of the usual non- 
ys tM conducting surfaces, including paper. The surface is first 

; 5 e SORES coated with a one mil layer of photoconductive material 
Me National Electric such as sulphur or anthracene, then placed under an elec- 

° trostatic charging device. The electrostatic field intro- 
Products CTL i duces a charge on the photosensitive material. Exposure 

Pittsburgh 30, on to light through a positive photograph of the circuit de- 
c sired removes the charge from that portion of the photo- 

sensitive material illuminated and leaves an electrostatic 
| iter image. A mixture of leafed silver powder and a 

ene ae SaaS aR oes oy binder dusted onto the surface adheres only to the charg- 
Cee ea eM obi BS eee ed image. Flashing with a flame melts the silver into 
BIH a ae ey alti ak dis amount place, completing the wiring. CR | soruications or rec Etre Maen se Vey RE Sa eae) Experimentation at the National Bureau of Standards, 
iene ah Dine Centralab Division of Globe-Union, Inc., and others, has 

ee hibecy ee rial proven the practicability of applying the new methods to 
EI URReN Coleebnn ee cic arty Sa ee sa the manufacture of radio and electronic sets, and small 
Teen cyt eae Da a Hed» Vict radio transmitters and receivers made in the Bureau’s 
We Sar ee Bereta laboratories have shown performance qualities compar- 

: . able to equipment built along conventional lines, as well Continuous records of the oxygen dissolved in boiler feed . we a . water and of the hydrogen entrained in steam, point to as improved miniaturization and ruggedness. Complete cir- 
Mi, the corrective measures necessary to prevent cuits may now be printed not only on flat surfaces but on 

7 otherwise unsuspected and costly corrosion. The cylinders surrounding a radio tube or on the tube en- | P| N' Cambridge Analyzers measure and record dis- velope itself. i solved oxygen directly. The hydrogen in the Pe 1tsen . ; ; steam is the measure of the oxygen set free by Now actively being developed by various laboratories 
a. ane et wee, ee separately are printed circuits for electronic controls using gas-filled 
er qc simultaneously. Send for Bulletin 148 BP. tubes, electronic units for hearing aids, LF. strips for ta 
i i In addition todhauucnnn neds ower plant dar and UHF equipment, subminjature portable radio 
| operation, Cambridge also iiiakes OH Muce transceivers, electronic circuits for business machines, 

| and Recorders, Galvanometers, Gas Analyzers, electronic switching and recording equipment, including 
Fluxmeters, Exhaust Gas Testers, Surface telephone apparatus and devices such as the radio sonde. 
Caen Medan ee Other activity includes manufacture of special compo- 

5, stating application. . nents such as antennas, interstage coupling units, micro- 
CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT Co., INC. wave components, shields, etc., and the printing of 

3756 Grand Central Terminal, New York I7,N. Y. gtaphs with conducting lines over which contacting arms 
Pioneer Manufacturers of . move to select answers to functions of one or more inde- 

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS | pendent variables. 
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RYN SY MANAGEMENT? 

Yi a a Withot your goal, there’s a 

oo wealth of opportunity at Allis- 
' \ r _ Chalmers. For its breadth of opera- 

fn a tion is unmatched in industry. 

> Gas turbines, betatrons, induc- 

i . tion heaters— more than 1600 inge- 

io @ nious products have made A-C an 

yi! = integral part of every basic industry. 

oA fii Pick any field—electrical, hy- 
on a Lg J cs draulic, mining, mechanical. Pick 

< : E any type of work—rescarch, design, 
A. oy a 2 production, sales. You'll find them 

a ase ey a! allat A-C... offering a real proving- 
Poe wt bE is Re . 7 (bh. oie ground for your talents and training 
Ss is LC: Bon = —a real chance for success. 

Ke) INVESTIGATE 
Write for Book No. 6085, 

outlining A-C’s Graduate Te NE se 
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., 

ONE OF THE BIG 3 IN ELECTRIC POWER EQUIPMENT— Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 

BIGGEST OF ALL IN RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS! 
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Py URANIUM 2. 6. cosisics ion pre 2 
that mineral dealers would have them. One firm is ““Ward’s already refined, they will pay $3.50 per pound, upon 
Natural Science Establishment, P. O. Box 24, Rochester 9, delivery to it. These prices are minimum for small 
New York. Further information about common radio- lots. Higher prices may be established by negotia- 
active minerals are described in such books as “Handbook tion if conditions warrant. The Commission will also 
of Uranium Minerals,” by Jack DeMent and H. C. Dake give consideration to the presence of recoverable gold, 
(1947), published by the Mineralogist Publishing Com- silver, radium, thorium, and other valuable constitu- 
pany, Portland 15, Oregon ($1.50). Also, briefly indi- ents of the ore, depending on the cost of recovery. 
cated in this booklet are areas in which radioactive ores 2. A bonus for discovery of $10,000 is being offered by 
have been found. the AEC upon delivery to it of the first 20 short tons 

Government Regulations of uranium ore. This ore must assay 20% or more 
These then, are the problems and promises of the pri- uranium oxide. It must come from any lode or placer 

vate prospector. Another factor that enters into the pic- on public land that has not been previously worked. 
ture, is the value of these minerals when found. What is The bonus will be paid only once for each area, but 

their worth, who buys, and how much will be paid? one person may receive it for each newly discovered 

The Atomic Energy Act of August 1, 1946, reserved location. This offer does not apply to carnotite or 
all uranium deposits on public lands in the United States roscoelite type ores of the Colorado Plateau area. 

subject to mineral rights established prior to the act. However, an allowance in addition to the basic price 
However, the Commission has expressed the desire that has been provided to encourage discoveries of such 

private enterprise prospect, establish claims, and work the ores. 
mines. John K. Gustafson, Director of the AEC Division 3. Three year minimum guaranteed price of $1.50 per 
of Raw Materials, believes that, “Development and pro- pound of uranium oxide, in ores assaying 0:20% plus 
duction of uranium ores can be stimulated most effectively a development allowance of 50 cents per pound. These 
by the types of private operations responsible for the apply to the carnotite and roscoelite ores of the Colo- 
growth and efficiency of the American mining industry.” rado Plateau area. More than $1.50 will be paid for 

higher grades and less for ores of lower grades, with 

z \ 4 no payment for ores assaying less than 0.10%. In ad- 

‘ Res dition, a haulage allowance of 6 cents per ton mile will 

a y be given for transporting the ore to the purchase 

ce depot and an additional 50 cents per pound of ura- 

‘ A nium oxide contained in ores assaying 0.20% or more. 
Vai: ay . = re - The 6 cent and 50 cent additional allowances will be 
i Wy Sy 7X i in effect for one year, and if insufficient to stimu- 

/f , "\y id i‘ Ne late private enterprise, will be raised. It is some- 

NS ay 4 ] fee) ee what of a trial and error method, to determine the 
x aed a). most equitable conditions. The AEC’s two main buy- 
ee f. ing depots are at Durango, Colorado, and Monticello, 

— «64 Utah. 
a bo ae apy ‘ Any further details concerning prospecting or regu- 
a 1 lations may be obtained from: U. S. Atomic Energy 

| Commission, P. O. Box 30, Ansonia Station, New 

i York 23, New York. 

Portable ultra-violet lamp, with transformer, makes radio- These are the opportunities and challenges of private 
active substances glow. prospecting. An individual could outfit himself for about 

$500 and just start out. Any experience of a geological 
The AEC plans to continue and expand its exploration nature would of course be valuable, but not absolutely 

and development, as mentioned previously. This is not essential. The methods of prospecting and identification 
in competition, but rather in collaboration with Prospec- are fairly simple. 

tors. New discoveries made by AEC will be publicized It should be noted that the prices guaranteed by the 
and private enterprise will be expected to take over and AEC are dependent upon delivery to it, which would re- 

get production under way. quire transportation; however, an allowance is given for 
In line with these ideas, the Commission has established that. 

the following price and bonus program: New discoveries are being made every so often, and old 
1. Ten year guaranteed minimum price of $3.50 per sources are being continually worked. There appears ample 

pound of recoverable uranium oxide, minus the cost opportunity here for earnest prospectors to not only aid 
per pound to refine to necessary purity as determined in the development of the new era, but richly reward 
by AEC after assay of a representative sample. If themselves at the same time. - 
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Electron microscope, perfected at RCA Laboratories, reveals 
hitherto hidden facts about the structure of bacteria. 

° e e Continue your education 

Bacteria bigger than a Terrier with pay—at RCA 
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA 
Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 

“ie . ae a ‘ facturers of radio and electronic products 
Once scientists, exploring the invisi- Scientists not only see bacteria, but also = ofc yodcopportunlty-toyaain valuable; 

ble, worked relatively “blind.” Few igh ro even Dibogiaabell shots. well-rgunded training and experience at 

5 se cule! ecialists in other fields—such a good salary with opportunities for ad- 

microscopes magnified more than jy pecia’ . neue ae vancement. Here are only five of the many 
. . industry, mining, agriculture, forestry—have projects which offer unusual promise: 

1500 diameters. Many bacteria, and jeamned unsuspected truths about natural © Development and design of radio re- 

almost all viruses, remained invisible. resources. ceiver: { including broadcast, short wave 
— : an circuits, television, and phono- 

Then RCA scientists opened new windows Development of the electron micro- graph combinations). 

into a hidden world—with the first com- scope as a practical tool of science, medi- ® Advanced development and design of 
mercially practical electron microscope. In ‘ i ; : AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

ly p) u ie pe: cine, and industry is another example of induction heating, mobile communications 

the laboratory this instrument has reached CA research at work. This leadership is equipment, relay systems. 

magnifications of 200,000 diameters and -t of all instr beari Heng © Design of component parts such as 
. part of a instruments earing tl e names coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

over. 100,000 is commonplace .. . RCA. and RCA Victor © Deval nada . 
. ctor. evelopment and design of new re- 

To understand such figures, picture 3 . 5 ‘ cording and producing methods. 

this: A man magnified 200,000 times . er © Design of receiving, power, cathode 
a i ith ey ad in Washinet When in Radio City, New York, be sure to ray, gas and photo tubes. 

could He wi tS re in Washington, see the radio, television and electronic won- Write today to National Recruiting Divi- 

D. C., and his feet in New York....A — ders at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th sion, RCA Victor, Camden, New lervey. 

hair similarly magnified would appear as __ Street. Free admission. Radio Corporation of are Ghani oP eines ir puae 

large as the Washington Monument. America, RCA Building, Radio City, N.Y. 20. 

@ RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
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fo a) ULTRAFAX Ce ae 
U | C K E A | (continued jrowi: pape Y6) 

for | television set. 
ERA TION | 5. The transmission of a full-length motion picture 

: from a single negative in the production studio simultan- 
hecccceternajeensnascns ss be ay : | eously to the screens of thousands of motion picture 

No 9 VERTICAL - ee | theaters throughout the country. 
. NY p pa | 6. The possibility of a new radio-mail system with the 
MILLING . ae as : vast pickup and delivery services of the Post Office De- 

y 2 C4 : h partment. 
MACHINE pik re The status of the development of Ultrafax is such that 2 es : : ‘4 : : . . SR - - the process is not only in the blueprint stage, but with LIGHT TYPE eat i : bh hy, SS further developments is ready for general use. This was s fe. : vi eA ms a ‘ * we ae ho: "ee ia — ) brought out in a statement by Elmer W. Engstrom, vice- 

a light sensitive milling ac el oe president in charge of research at RCA Laboratories. In 
machine that permits ease fi a is f ( pointing out the significance of the demonstration with and rapidity of handling— ly bn PA a ‘ ete th nstructi this ti f é id yetlinsures the Kighdeeres J : J respect to the construc ton at this time of na ion-wide 
of accuracy necessary of a | radio-relay networks which are capable of transmitting 
milling machine for tool- ae t both television and Ultrafax, he said: “We have succeeded room or general purpose i 5 sos i. work, Smooth working con- < in obtaining results which show that Ultrafax can now 
trols and mechanisms give promise practical commercial use, and at a time when de- 
fester oO ioe with less On the job shown above the work mands are greater than ever for speed, speed and more effort and fatigue. Conven- is quickly positioned for cutting . ie » 
jent control grouping and several adjacent surfaces. speed in communications. the sulveliing spindle Head. . It is not difficult to visualize other possibilities for this give the machine outstanding efficiency for both set-u and - i i i operation. Brown & Sharpe Mfg, Co., Providence 1, RI US A system of rapid communications and even as it stands to- day with certain improvements in television channels the BROWN & S H A IBS home of the future will probably have some of the ap- 

paratus depicted only in the minds of dreamers. ee 
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blow won’t break. Tests with me- ee /( _— 
. s chanical scrubbers prove it outwears aw ~. iad a 

Science pa I nts old-style enamels by more than five ; Pr = r es x = eS Z 6 x 

times. “Dulux” enamels now guard wa p, Morse, B. S., Physics, Washington 
t e utu re boats, large and small, as well as College ’40, measures specular and diffused re- 

petroleum tank farms, machinery and flection of a sample paint auriice with eames 

* a) f . photometer, a Du Pont development for ob- 

“— industrial installations. . taining data on gloss and brightness. 

4l of every 1,000 U. S. chemists are At Du Pont’s paint laboratories, a 
d ii ducti f paint: widerange ofmaterialsisunderstudy. mass spectrometer installation which 

engaged in pr oauc fon oF paints, Where the colloid chemist, the phys- dav wiakeani avialysis in three hours 

lacquers, varnishes and colors ical and organic chemist, the analyst, a 
oe that formerly took three months. 

physicist and other technically 5 
teained seal off, the chemical High pressure equipment, ultra cen- 

Modern paint making is an outstand- nein me cen al e ones nd trifuges, molecular stills, and com- 

ing example of chemistry at work— e all ™ sot sat al 4. oe te 4 a plete reference libraries are other 

of the way the scientific approach metallurgist Stand ready Selah tools which speed research and en- 
equipment to make better commer- 5 

has replaced rule-of-thumb methods. ‘al production ible large its scope. 

Today, paints are formulated by CB PROSUCHON POSSIO Young scientists joining the Du 

chemists to meet specific needs. In Mod “ t di h Pont organization have at their dis- 

their search for better finishes, these jodern equipment specds roseare posal the finest equipment available. 

highly trained technicalmenareaided Many of today’s research tools are Moreover they enjoy the stimulation 

by the electron microscope and infra- complex and expensive. The modern _ of working with some of the most 

red spectroscope. A variety of gonio- research worker may use a $30,000 _ablescientistsin their fields, in groups 

q Cc “ rer 
BN oe Pe | a eee 
BOS | _ | i ie ay 

(allel eee cai) OOE on |~—C CE a ce 
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Rust would quickly weaken this structure. Be- Satin-smooth beauty and outstanding dura- Paints are tested by exposure to weather at 

cause “Dulux”? resists salt water and salt air, bility are properties given by ‘“‘Duco’’ or paint “farms.” Research men interpret results 

it has for years protected many famous bridges. “Dulux” to furniture, trucks, buses and trains. as guide for development of improved paints. 

photometric and spectrophotometric small enough to bring about quick 

devices are used by the physicist and recognition of individual talent and 

physical chemist in the study of gloss Send for your free copy capabilities. They find here the op- 

and color. of this new booklet portunity, cooperation and friendly 

Du Pont men have produced many The 40-page, fully illustrated encouragement they need. Thus they 

superior finishes. One of them, brochure, “The Du Pont Com- can do their best work, both for the 
“Dulux” nitrocellulose lacquer, made pany and the College Graduate,” organization and themselves. 

mass production of automobiles pos- answers your questions about 

sible by shortening paint drying time opportunities at Du Pont. De- 

from weeks to hours. scribes openings in research, pro- 

Finish failures — chipping and duction, sales and many other = - 
: 2 is Tea us earor 

scratching—were costing manufac- fields. ager the plan of or 

turers of home refrigerators a million oc w ereby individual BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
ability is recognized and re- 

dollars a year before Du Pont chem- warded. Write today. Address: 2q THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

ists developed ‘Dulux synthetic 2518 Nemours Building, Wil- ——— 

resin enamels, based on alkyd resins. mington 98, Delaware. More facts about Du Pont — Listen to “Cavalcade 

A “Dulux” coating on metal or wood of America” Monday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
dries into a film that even a hammer SD 
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to so Johns Manville Company at Lom- 
io ‘ . 

Abrasive Products pos; Calif. 
a Warren D. Jensen, (’47) has been : Grinding wheels of ALUNDUM*, a : : CRYSTOLON* and diamond abrae chosen Mining Engineer for the 

' a C( sives; discs and segments; bricks, sticks Walker Mine at Virginia, Minn. 
; : > a and hones; mounted points; abrasives 

Z : . ey YQ for polishing, lapping, tumbling and CE 
" pressure blasting; pulpstones. eae 

nimi ia Ross C. Cornish, (’97) is now a 
: : Grinding and Lapping consulting engineer with the Gas 

: ° Machinery Company of Cleveland, Machines y Sompany : (i, df oy) Ohio. 
i — geezeccanm A varied line of machines for pro- George P. Stocker, (09) who has Eee yee f=, duction-precision grinding and lapping A . 

: TSG |] and for the tool room — includin been Dean of Engineering at the iL jal machines for erankshofts, came 8 . : 3 special machines for crankshafts, cam- . « 
. “Sues shafts, rolls and car wheels, University of Arkansas for many. 
TE years, has retired as Dean Emeritus. 
‘ Refractories Gordon H. Jaehnig, (’43) who 
i has been an instructor in Civil En- 

High temperature refractories— * + . . . H ’s Wh grain, cement, bricks, plates, tle, tubes gineering at this university for two ere Ss at | —for metal melting, heat treating years, from 1945 to 1948, resigned 
i and enameling; for ceramic kilns; for h df 

N 6 R T 3° | a boiler furnaces and gas generators; at the end of summer camp to ac- 
M ke 1k for chemical processes refractory lab- cept a position with the National ae. les r ; catalyst carriers; : akes... / OF plates ond noes! eerste: BORON Advisory Committee for Aeronau- 

a tics at Langley Field. 

Norbide* Gordon G. Robeck (’44) has ac- 
To Sewe: pe cepted employment with the U. S. Trade-mark for Norton Boron Carbide , : Mi IJududstries : — the hardest material made by man. Public Health Service at Los Ala- 

rh Csgmeen sc Avalos n cbvrne forging | mos, New Mexico. : a a jin mi ucts z 
Mm Mang Fields extreme resistance to wear — espe- Calvin A. Knoke (’46) was mar- 

: is cially effective for precision gage - ich- Fe ails and. contact points; and for tied to Ruth Lust on July 22 at Rich 
as = metallurgical use. land, Washington. He is workin ao 9 8 s 
Le on construction at the Hanford 

Norton Floors plant. 
a i 

: ALUNDUM* Floor and Stair Tile, Jack A. Borchardt ate h D. 48) 
: ALUNDUM* Ceramic Mosaic Tile and has accepted the position of Assist- 

{Ty_i 7 ALUNDUM* Aggregates to provide soe : . am permanently non-slip (wet or dry) ant Professor of Civil Engineering 
A ag 3 | and extremely wear-resisting floor and research assistant in Sanitary 
we and stair surfaces. Bugi a‘ ‘ : f 

ngineering at the University o : eS 
ae Michigan. 2 ° 

Labeling Machines 
8 ENO Single and duplex automatic labeling 

Pade eS Ss machines for applying labels and foil » : 
: e Q E a to beverage bottles and food, cosmetic Bruno Rahn (’07), formerly pEest; 

: a3 | ond drug containers. dent of the Milwaukee Gas Light ——— ee : 
Company, died recently. He was a a 

Oilstones and Coated registered professional engineer in 

: Abrasives Wisconsin and a member of the 
& . ai a American Gas Association. 

— larpening stones and abrasive 
NORTON COMPANY i 4 = 1 papers and cloth for every use of Leonard Velander, Jr. (43) ob- : : > WORCESTER 6, MASS. Ala may oi hae ee tained his master’s degree at the 

i SESEES="" Division, Troy, New York. University of Minnesota recently. 
Oe . cs George E. Hlavka (’45) was Trade Mark Reg. U.S, Pat, Of. % ee Be is s oe —r—“i—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—C—C awarded his master’s degree at Cal 

5 : 7 oe ee £ Tech in Pasadena, Cal. He is work- 
: ce a rr— ing for Northrup-Hendy in Haw- 
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Cuma YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 

How to keep a tandem roller 
° e 

Aw from doing the shimmy 
= The king pin bearings on tandem road rollers like 

4 = fv this take heavy thrust and radial loads. If wear and 

q = a looseness develop, shimmy is the result. Here’s another 

6 s example of a difficult problem that engineers solve by 
Gy a [ \ using Timken tapered roller bearings. 

| . Timken bearings take both thrust and radial loads 
— in any combination. Their true rolling motion means 

Ge. smooth, almost frictionless operation with negligible 

Sa e wear. Easy, accurate steering and freedom from shimmy 

Zin... are assured, even after years of hard service. The need 

Sm V for frequent lubrication is eliminated and maintenance 
is reduced to a minimum. 

’s why Timken roll Here’s why Timken rollers a 

stay in positive alignment 4g a ~ 
Accurate and constant roller alignment in Timken “4 Lt oe _ aa _ 

tapered roller bearings is assured by their design. Wide gf. a ee Me CS ~*~ * 

area contact between the roll ends and the rib of the cone Ue JS Fh “EN o> > A 

keeps the rollers stable. It prevents skewing, eliminates a 2 ~~ 

the need for alignment by the cage, and increases load _ “OD 
capacity. < 4 

The Timken Roller Bearing Company developed the 
principle of positive roller alignment—one more reason 

why Timken bearings are the number one choice of 

engineers everywhere. 

<a. Want to know more 

Va — TIMKEN about bearings? 

_ |. che you'll face after graduation will involve bearing 
1 oe TAPERED applications. If you’d like to learn more about 

i. r ae this phase of engineering, we’d be glad to help. 
a7 : For additional information about Timken bear- 

rs ee ROLLER BEARINGS ings and how engineers use them, write today to 
a The Timken Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, 

Ohio. And don’t forget to clip this page for future 
reference, 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER o> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER a> 
< 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL @ AND THRUST -@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION x 
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FUEL MEASUREMENT... (cominued from page 13) 
oints A, B, C, and E and opening point D. As can be The scale used is a Fairbanks Morse pan scale picked u Pi P &P P P P 

seen the bell (I) will stop ringing, the counter (F) will from war surplus. It is not as sensitive as an analytical 
start counting revolutions of the engine, the interval timer beam balance but it is reproducible. That is, when it is 
(FH) will start and a solenoid (G) will lift the weight (W) disturbed it returns to its original position. 
off the scale causing the right pan to lower opening the The mercury switch that is used is a sealed glass tube 
mercury switch. The opening switch (K) is then flicked similar to the design used on furnace controls. The switch 
over to run. As the fuel is used up the right pan will used on older apparatus consisted of two steel points that 
again rise until at the point the weight of fuel (W) is used dipped into mercury pools to make the contact. Exposure 
up the mercury switch will again close causing the relay to air together with the arcing of the points corroded them 
to be shorted out. Of course when this happens the so that sometimes they wouldn’t make contact at the same 
counter stops counting, the interval timer stops, the sole- position of the scale, thereby introducing serious error. 
noid drops the hore on ie Seale and the bell mr As the revolution counter is part of the panel of the 
hee (I on y tek Drs. yers haz hes a ane dynamometer a female plug is located on the side of the have let me put a light on it somewhere that would flas cabinet where the counter can be plugged in. 
on and off.) 

a : : 5 By now you are probably asking if there are other ways All one has to do then is to record the weight, the time, . , to measure fuel. Many of these methods measure the fuel and the revolutions on a data sheet provided on the appa- i Fi . : much more simply by means of volumetric measurements. ratus. To start another test one returns the interval timer F . : The most popular method is to use a device known as a and counter to zero and rebalances the scale with the . . sightpan slightly heavy-and the apparatusis ready avin flowmeter or flowrator which consists of a long, graduated, IS . 
ee =, e “ RP ne ge glass tube in which a float slides up and down. This float The apparatus is mounted in a welded angle iron frame ne , . ‘ . then indicates the flow in cc/min or G.P.M. directly. enclosed with plywood panels. It is made portable by : : . 

hard rubber casters. When the stand is leveled, three Probably the simplest method is used at the LeRoi Com- 
rubber tipped door stops drop down to hold it in place. Pany in Milwaukee. They use a long glass tube a few 

inches in diameter. The tube is filled with oil and as the 
oil runs out the top level of the oil descends slowly. As P y 

= °g the top passes a graduation in the tube, the stop watch is 
| j = A : : started manually. When the oil level passes a second 

= @ graduation the stop watch is stopped recording the time. 
| bad oe / By knowing the volume contained between the two gradu- 

| ations, and the specific volume of the fuel, a determina- 
PR ; tion of the fuel rate can be made. 
Be rE — 7 | The major complication caused by using the flowmeter 

i. So gol ae Ee re i : or other volumetric means is that the specific volume of 
= = i ae | Pe i s, ; the fuel varies with the temperature. Therefore a calibra- 

|| ho ee ? tion chart is necessary to determine the actual specific 
; > a a2 La ve 7 volume at the temperature at which the test is being made. : ye > ee 4 q 4 3 “i Po _— TE ee | q The flowrator which is used on the Myers-Uyehara : cs aie a : H ; apparatus, because of its small rate of flow (87 cc/min), 

A oot = "3 *  . comes with the note that it is not viscosity-immune. This 
a y wi a 4 | of course means a calibration chart for each fuel of differ- 

LL I a ent viscosity. Although not bothersome when only one 
Photo by Wahlin fuel is run, it gets quite troublesome when tests of many 

The complete fuel weighing apparatus, fuels are made with each fuel being of a different viscosity. 

The type of fuel weighing apparatus now used in the 
MLE. laboratory is a much more awkward device with the 

The relay, bell and most of the wiring are placed in a exception of a new set-up that has been made. Eventually, 
drawer that opens from the back. perhaps they all will be changed. Anyone who has run a 

Great pains have been taken to make the instrument as test on the 50 hp diesel especially will agree that a change 
accurate as possible. The copper tube that is immersed should be made. 
in the fuel and through which the fuel is withdrawn was The Myers-Uyehara apparatus has not as yet been tested 
turned down to a few thousandths wall thickness in order in actual operation although it has been run. What if it 
that the pressure of the fuel upon the area of cross section doesn’t work? Well, a janitor who spent many years with 
might not introduce any errors. This pressure, though a carnival said, “It shore would make a swell illusion box. 
small, varies directly as the distance from the bottom of I can see the yokels gawkin’ at the head floating around 
the tube to the surface of the liquid. in it now.” 
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DID WE STICK OUR NECK OUT IN 1930? s 

Look How Alcoa Aluminum Extrusions sacrifice of strength. From the massive but light- 

Have Helped Our Prophecy Come True! weight beam, 80 feet long, that serves as a car 
side sill, down to the satiny fluted moldings around 

On June 21, 1930, this advertisement appeared in the windows, Alcoa Aluminum Extrusions find 

one of America’s great national magazines. “Aha!” wide use. 

chortled a lot of people. “Look at Alcoa sticking Getting metal where it’s wanted, in the most 

its neck out!” intricate of shapes, and in gleaming, lightweight, 

Now, in 1948, there are many aluminum trains corrosion-resistant Alcoa Aluminum—these ad- 

to ride. In the past three years alone, 450 passenger vantages have helped many an industry to produc- 

cars have been ordered in Alcoa Aluminum. 103 tion short cuts, better products. 

freight cars. 412 tank cars. The story of aluminum is still being written. 

One reason for the railroads’ swing to Alcoa New developments are in the making that promise 

Aluminum is typified by the big extrusion press as much for the future of aluminum as the promise 

shown above. Squeezing out intricate aluminum we made about aluminum trains back in 1930, 

shapes like toothpaste from a tube, it permits big ALuminum Company or America, Gulf Building, 

assembly savings in car structures . . . without Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

IL (CY (©) /4\ 
oN) mm Le J / PALaSd WFAA first in ALUMINUM 

ALCOA 

|| Alcoa ran the advertisement above before This is typical of the history of Alcoa. In 60 

A J being able to make big aluminum beams for short years, Alcoa Aluminum has found its 

1888 Wi EZ) railroad cars—in fact, before the railroads way into thousands of useful things: uten- 

even showed much interest in aluminum. — sils that cook better, buildings that last 

60 y, 3 Believing the idea was sound, Alcoa took a _ longer, planes that fly faster. But this is only 

eae chance, built costly machinery to make the beginning. New developments, now in 

beams, then went out and sold them. Result: _ the laboratory stage, are pointing the way 

these days you do ride on aluminum trains. _ to even wider uses for aluminum tomorrow. 
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S . mere academic interest. “With ex- a powder. This powder makes the 
c1ence ... tremely high-frequency equipment white paint that hides best what is 

(continued from page 24) such as radar becoming more and underneath. It makes the wartime 
quire more than 100 separate relay more commonplace, and with ob- smoke screens. The dark patches 
points. jects radar might be tracking mov- in the milky way are gas clouds that 
EARTH LOSING TIME? ing faster than sound, the earth’s are rich in titanium. 

The National Electronics confer- error could cause serious miscal- This new metal is the seventh 
ence in Chicago was recently told culations,” he declared. most common among the metals in 
that scientists are beginning to doubt Mr. Meahl also said that no oth- the earth. There is more titanium 
their knowledge of the Earth’s ac- er frequency standard has been ful- than copper, silver, or lead, yet a 
curacy as humanity’s master time ly accepted by science as yet, in few years ago it was considered rare. 
piece. Harry A. Meahl of the GE lieu of the earth’s timing. EMERGENCY POWER 
General Engineering and Consult- TITANIUM If one of its regular engines fail- 
ing Laboratory, declared that the Titanium metal, something com- ed, a twin-engine plane equipped 
earth’s rotation, by which time stan- pletely new in the world, one of the with the auxiliary air-propulsion 
dards are set, may vary more than basic chemical elements, a metal system patented by R. P. Martin of 
a second every four years, judging that rivals steel and aluminum, was Seattle, Washington, could - still 
from studies made at the U. S. announced recently by the DuPont maintain smooth flight. Air is 
Naval Observatory. He pointed out Company. This new metal is silver- scooped in through the nose and that the frequency standards now white and, when polished, feels like fed to air turbines that drive the 
being used to check radio frequen- silk. It is about half the weight of propellers, keeping the plane from 
cies are timed by the slightly er- steel, less than twice the weight of yawing and preventing the bad en- 
ratic revolution of the earth and aluminum, but much stronger than gine from completely stalling. 

So Baar Roe an slaninam aid beng Oe ersHock 
Mr. Meahl said that the minor Titanium, because of the diffi- ACCELEROMETER 

variations of the earth as a time- culty of extraction from its minerals, A new instrument, which meat 
keeper were no longer a matter of has never been available, except as sures the uBtensity: of explosion 

shock waves passing through the 
a earth, has been developed by Gen- 

. ‘ eral Electric Engineers. 
partners in creating The “earth-shock accelerometer,” 

about the size of a can of baby 
Engineering leaders for the last 81 years have made food, is so designed that it can be 
K & E instruments, drafting equipment and materials buried near the scene of test explo- their partners in creating the great technical achieve- sions. It enables engineers to de- ments of America. So nearly universal isthe reliance on termine the underground velocity 
K& 7 products, it is self-evident that every major engi- 1 : f shodk. waves L.oC neering project has been completed with the help of K&E. and acceleration 0 2 Ke= caused, for example, by the use of 

fran sinssame g high explosives on large construc- 
proaing Equipment y = es ene ae ye giaten shanks ys 4 é y VS / force of gravity and as many as 

Pee 3 eo 10,000 impulses per second. The 
wR + a Z device contains crystals which gen- 
Vg - : my erate a voltage when stresses are 

. applied to them. These signals are 
i ae - carried through cables to amplifiers 
Dg . and delicate recorders above ground. 

PS | Four of the instruments survived 
y og : _) fi their first test recently on the site 

i, Lae eg . N 8 of the Watauga Dam, near Eliza- 
sate ,  'N |. bethton, Tennessee. The accelero- 

ff 3% oF meters gathered data on what sorts OP a of shocks occurred 130 feet below 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. one-half million pounds of high ex- 

est 1967 plosives which were set off by the 
Mane sue Boe de Tennessee Valley Authority in con- 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal structing the new earth dam. 
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: ~ e He wears 

PF ee t 

i ae \ Different Hats 

ey ge wy 4 v States, Canada and Mexico, Square D does 
3 . 3 i = this three-fold job: Designs and builds elec- 

; ee f trical distribution and control equipment in 

— pace with present needs—provides sound 

He’s a Square D Field Engineer... counsel in the selection of the right equipment 

his full-time job is working with industries of for any given application—anticipates trends, 

every kind and size in finding ‘‘a better way speeds development of new methods and 

to do it.” He talks less about theory, more equipment. 

about proven practice. He has a tremendous If you have a problem in electrical dis- 

amount of actual experience to back him up. ‘tribution or control, call in the nearby 

Through a staff of such Field Engineers Square D Field Engineer. He makes a lot of 

located in more than 50 offices in the United —_ sense in finding “‘a better way to do it.” 

For many years ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading business 

magazines. Their primary purpose is to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, practically 

all of whom come fo us from leading engineering schools such as yours. 

| QUARE J) COMPANY 
DB ; * Ppl aa celae . MILWAUKEE . LOS ANGELES 

— Se SQUARE D CANADA, LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO © SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A, MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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CONDITIONS ..... 0 S-T-A-TAA-C oo 5 csi im pea 
. (eguteneted trom muge 26) Please try honey, all the birds do it, and even little bees with offset and faulty register—all because of tempera- do it.” 

ture: and humidity. “But I don’t want to learn how to fly.” 
Dust control is also important depending upon the x Ok O& 

type of manufacturing involved. Dust spoils assembly “If there is anyone in the congregation who likes sin, 
line materials by smudging and scratching. It obscures let him stand up. Heaven have mercy, Sister Ruth, do 
vision causing poor workmanship and increasing lighting you like sin?” 

costs. It causes production delays because of equipment “Oh, excuse me Reverend, I thought you said. gin.” 
breakdowns and increases maintenance costs by gumming * * * 
up belts, causing undue wear of gears and bearings, and “I hear your girl works in a grocery store.” 
by creating serious explosion hazards in some cases. In at- “No, for a jeweler.” 
tacking the problem of dust control in a “controlled con- “Same thing, she still sells carats.” 
ditions” plant it becomes an integral part of the air con- % OR Gk 
ditioning system and is more efficiently accomplished An MLE. the other day was seen trying to calculate the 
than is possible in a conventional type of plant. fiber stress in the cross member of a Wheatstone bridge. 

Absenteeism, which is one of the most important and +e 
costly forms of personnel loss to management, when due A person who claims that absolute zero is impossible 
to colds, minor illnesses, and other types of physical © obtain hasn’t taken a quiz in thermo. yet. 
maladjustment of the worker has been materially reduced 

through the use of air conditioning. Air conditioning ac- AB \/ 3 
complishes a 28 per cent reduction in those illnesses which alk 7 fn ' z 

cause an office employee to stay home from work. US Cu . Om ~ na a 

Noise in industry is a by-product that is sheer waste. i ‘ZB 7 fy alu 
The type of construction used in the “controlled condi- NN é ) be fog 
tions” plant lends itself very readily to soundproofing and gS 2D $Y Gy 
other methods of controlling and suppressing noises. Some- (a (a Ce 
times only a comparatively small reduction in noise ac- BL ies 
complishes the desired results. For example a reduction —\ ——-Y | 
of only 5 or 10 decibels in noise intensity seems to make eae a = 
offending noises disappear and workers become no longer OO OO 
noise conscious. “Darn that FLUID drive!” 

In a “controlled conditions” plant the noise level di- “Where did you learn to kiss like that?” 
rectly above four drop hammers is 102 decibels while the “I love spaghetti.” 
noise level is 117 decibels for only one drop hammer in a * * x 
similar conventional plant. Furthermore in the “con- St. Pat says: 

trolled conditions” plant the noise intensity drops to only Make vacation an occasion, 
97 decibels at 25 feet from the drop hammers and all Start your beard when you get back. 
noises are so controlled that by the time the sound * * * 
waves reach other parts of the plant, the noise level is Engineers! Back 
reduced to the comfort level. Marie Fraser 

In the “controlled conditions” plant it has become pos- ise Badger Beauty 
sible for the first time to control effectively many sources Heard in Mech, 53 elas: 
of industrial accidents. Better visibility, better atmospher- Student Pollard: “What are those holes in the wood?” 

ic conditions which promote alertness, the scientific use Instructor May: “They’re knot holes.” 
of color on machines and moving parts, the reduction in S. P.: “Well then, what are they?” 
noise level, all contribute to a much better accident rec- * Ok Ok 

ord. . . \ oo, Did you notice this advertisement in the newspaper by For example when the intensity of illumination in the the gas company? 

punch press department of one company was raised from Wanted: Hard-boiled, beauty proof man to read meters 
1.5 to 19.0 footcandles at the working level, the fre- in sorority houses. We haven’t made a dollar in two years. quency of minor accidents quickly dropped 54 per cent. kx * 

The increase in cost of the “controlled conditions” plant Though her eyes flash fire and her protests blister, 
over the conventional one is small varying from 16 to 21 Never apologize AFTER you've kissed her. 
percent on construction and from 0.3 to 0.6 percent per * Kk Ok 
man hour on maintenance. This is no joke: MERRY CHRISTMAS. 
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Year by year, month by month, oil industry chemists find new, 

fascinating possibilities in the hydrocarbon molecules that make 

up petroleum. They have learned many ways to convert them inte 

new and more valuable molecules. \ 

One result of this experimentation has been a flexibility that 

permits stepped-up output of whichever petroleum products are 

most urgently required. When the primary need was for vast quan- 

tities of aviation gasoline to help win the war, research showed how 

it could be produced. In a peace-time summer, the great demand 

is for an ocean of automobile gasoline; in winter, less gasoline and 

more fuel oil are needed. Research tells the industry how to make 

petroleum serve the public more efficiently. 

Standard Oil is a leader in petroleum research. Many remark- 

able developments have come from our laboratories; many more 

are sure to come, in the future, if we continue to attract good men, 

furnish them with the most modern equipment, and provide an 

intellectual climate in which they can do their best work. 

We are continuing. 

Standard Oil Company «am 
(INDIANA) STANDARD 

910 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS | Poy 

ears 
e 
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“ okonite wae MORE PO WV ER oe e 

4G ae MOATEL O " 
aK ening, background’ AN OKONITE (continued from page 18) 

“ua a 
Pore TWIST’’ ON gear on the propeller shaft; this also serves as a starter 

+) | yh 17 CABLE TESTING gear. The generator used is a 12 volt, 25 ampere model 
i y y fe and is driven from the propeller shaft through a V-belt. 

. . Okonite research includes As can be seen from the description, all of the parts, 
“as Ps i subjecting short lengths of ‘sslasle hi ine block desi d b deb : r J : i | electrical cable to torsion particularly the engine block, are designed to be made by 

a iy \ ee a tests (pictured above), twist- high production methods. This analysis shows that it 

_ fk : iv | amy ing them through a spiral arc could be produced at competitive prices. Although this 

: a” ia 1a eS of 180° under a heavy load. model includes a supercharger and reduction gearing, a 
: r eo : BS Bending tests, impact tests, ‘ 5 : _— F 
] 5s le ; saving is made in the elimination of valves, valve mecha- 

2 i Y) Byam tests of wear-resistance by : . 7 
i a Wl] abrasion — these are a few of nism, accessory drive gears, and cylinder heads. 

re inet.) | Fe the mechanical tests which, The engine has been used as a generator engine on a 
j a | ce a ig eles eal Seen U. S. Signal Corps unit. For this application the speed 

| J : | in compleie ‘an intesrated en was reduced to 1800 rpm. at the drive shaft. Standard 

, | tT _— | gram of performance checks. accessories were used, including an Excello fuel injector 
i. . | From its results comes infor- and a special Bendix magneto. 

i, ae. . Sena tease eens wand The Future of the Opposed Piston Engine 

a : B= again into wire and cable The tests that have been conducted on the engine of 
i. 7 improvements that mark this design were so far of an exploratory nature to deter- 

: p , major advances in the field. ine the effects of major variables on performance, and 
The Okonite Company, hi be | d sb i : d " 
Passaic, New Jersey. much is yet to be learned about the engine under various 

- conditions and circumstances. However, the best conclu- 

ae siz sion can be found in the words of the designers. “The 

PP repetition of results from the tests conducted proves the 
bog : ae i E mA aes possibilities of the opposed piston engine and opens the 

' ae way for a major step forward in the development of better insulated wires and cables“) (°F ¢ mor sep fous pene . en : “8 engines for light aircraft. 

HIGGINS &£ iful Gi Beautiful Gifts and 
AMERICAN i c 

WATERPROOF iz Novelties 
INDIA INK (am 

ee coer CORSAGES 
| / 

hte Now available with FOR ALL OCCASIONS 

oe a Cork and Curved 
4 Quill Stopper i LOU WAGNER’S 
i] (we a Gift and Floral Shop 

di OR fy 1313 UNIVERSITY AVE. 
“4 Perfected Rubber [/ 

IZ, Dropper Stopper y 

both type stoppers REE EES THESIS WRITERS 
available on with perfected 

LS TLS s i Wien ii sot apie ie Prepare your manuscript now—and leave it 
ordering from 

ne oe Ge for us to type while home for Christmas 

required. ay 
y 

w = COLLEGE TYPING CO. 
all J 

HIG ‘ eg is 
GINS AMERICAN INDIA AN yi Dial 5-7497 

INK C0. IN ceatiagl bsg 
” C. Rates Thesis specialists—over 25 years’ experience 

Nebbacotre rts 
271 NINTH STREET, BROOKLYN 15, N. Y. Ne gd 
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“Energy and persistence conquer all things”— BENJAMIN FRANKLIN 
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When it comes to power, the dreams of our childhood are home... . approaching man’s dreams for the future through 

fast becoming a reality. For no matter what our needs, spe- research and engineering. This also takes such materials as 

cial motors or engines are now designed to meet them. carbon... from which the all-important graphite, used to 
“ ” wa ‘ 

From the tiny thumb-sized motors in electric razors— control” the splitting atom, is made. 

and the surge of the engines in our cars—to the pulsing tur- The people of Union Carbide produce materials that help 

bines that propel our ocean liners . . . today’s power is bet- science and industry improve the sources and uses of power 

ter, more dependable than ever before. And these advances _...t0 help maintain American leader- 7 

were brought about by research and engineering... and _ship in meeting the needs of mankind. Jp 
me : cy hn 

by today’s better materials. FREE: You are invited to send for the new illus- iy [aes ff 

Examples? Better metals for giant turbines and genera- "ated booklet, “Products and Processes,” which It ay. 
: f sete Ti : shows how science and industry use UCC's yy V2) 

tors, improved transformers and transmission lines. Stain- —_Auloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. Ree a 
less steel, resistant to rust and corrosion, Better plastics that a Pp 

make insulation fire-resistant, and more flexible and wear- . 

proof... for the millions of miles of wires it takes to make l N I O N C R B I D E 

power our servant. A 

There is a promise, too, of even greater, more concen- AND CARBON CORPORATION 

trated power. Atomic power harnessed for industry and the 30 EAST 42ND STREET [Iq NEW YORK 17, N. ¥. 

Products of Divisions and Units include —£——_—_—__—_——" 

NATIONAL CARBONS + BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, AND VINYLITE PLASTICS * EVEREADY FLASHLIGHTS AND BATTERIES * ACHESON ELECTRODES 

LinpE NitRoGEN + LinpE OxyGEN + PrestT-O-Lire ACETYLENE + PyRorax Gas 

ELECTROMET ALLOYS AND METALS + HayYNes STELLITE ALLOYS * PRESTONE AND TREK ANTI-FREEZES + SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS



KWH DEMAND... oe an 
significant push to the turn of the watthour-meter disc total power produced. The fast growing chemical indus- 
in the basements of many homes, may soon add consider- try increased its power load 44 per cent from 1939 to 
ably more to the power load across the country. Wire 1946, and many of the rapidly expanding manufacturing 
recorders, home movies, slide projectors, facsimile ma- interests are showing the greatest gains in electrical pow- 
chines, television machines, and many other possible load er requirements. 
builders are all on their way into the American home of In addition, the prevailing high costs of hand labor led 
tomorrow. the report to assert that there was ample justification for 

FARM USES increased investments in labor saving equipment, such 
As a result of the large number of farms that have been electrical apparatus, to reduce manufacturing costs. 

In studying the effect of the depression years on the 

187 electrical industry, the Westinghouse survey found that 

in the general the sales of electricity fell off only one- 

half to one-third that of the entire national economy, and 

151 then added optimistically: 

“A significant characteristic of electricity is its in- 

ability to be stored. This requires generating equipment 

geared to handle peak loads.” : 

10 INDUSTRIAL OUTLOOK 

108 66 Mr. W. C. Johnson, the executive vice-president of the 
: Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, and the presi- 

dent of the National Electrical Manufacturer’s association, 

i. recently predicted a glowing future for the electrical in- 

dustry. He asserted that atomic power was nowhere near 

the stage where it could compete commercially with hydro 

A c c or steam generating plants, and that the rising industrial 

demand for electric power was only in the rudimentary 

stage. 

“To appreciate what is before us,” Mr. Johnson said, 

“we must think in terms of entirely electrical chemical 
plants, of completely electrical oil refineries, and of many 

coe other fields where the broadening use of electric power 

— 1939 —_ 1947 —_’ will continue to add burden to power systems for years 

to come.” 

electrified during recent years, the Westinghouse survey —IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY 
shows that the farm use of electricity has risen very A staggering total of 17 billion kilowatt hours of elec- 
rapidly. Despite the acute shortages of equipment and trical energy were consumed by the steel industry in 1947 
distribution facilities during the war, power consumption to rival the electro-chemical industry as the largest user 
in rural areas grew by leaps and bounds. In fact, it is of electricity. Thousands of pieces of electrical equip- 
expected that within ten years the annual load per farm rent are used in the many processes of steel production, 
will be double its present load. Although this would re- and the expansion plans of the steel industry indicate the 
quire but 5.7 per cent of the total consumption of elec- vast quantities of new and improved electrical products 
trical energy in this country, the increased load would will be required. Millions of dollars worth of electric 
still require a considerable expansion of the present gen- controls, auxiliary motors, transformers, and switching 
erating and distributing systems. and lighting equipment have been ordered to meet the 

SMALL INDUSTRY expansion programs, and all of these products will de- 
The growing demand in this category led the survey to mand. large increases in electrical power generation either 

state that by 1957, small industrial and commercial users by the industry itself or by the electric utility companies. 
would account for 15.5 per cent of the total power load. In the steel industry, the annual tonnage production is 
At that time, the total residential load would be but 21.8 growing, the electrical energy per ton is increasing, and 
per cent of the total power generated. the percentage of purchased electrical power is growing. 

This means more profit for the steel manufacturers, the 
LARGE INDUSTRY electrical equipment manufacturers, and the utility com- 

It is forecast that within ten years the large industrial panies. 
and commercial users would require 51.8 per cent of the (please turn to page 48) 
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our doctor counts your pulse rate of 256 spring-actions a second. product of free enterprise—includ- 

Voor. The musician calls it Taken for granted today, they ing the cash that buys it. 

rhythm. The sportsman knows it were a major headache to the It’s Springtime 256 times a 

as timing. The engineer, who de- driver of yester-year. Today’s second under your hood and 

signed your automobile, refers to springs are as superior to the Roebling is proud of its contribu- 

it as cycles. springs of thirty years ago as are tions to that engineering feat. 

The valves that admit and the cars themselves. Roebling also is proud of this 

exhaust the gas to and from your Improvements came with de- fact: the world over, automobile 

engine are timed to form a cycle. mand and competition. No other engineers have confidence in 

Spiral springs made of high- country advanced as rapidly... Roebling and its products. 

carbon round wire play a vital part or as far. 

in maintaining this cycle—in keep- Just as the discovery of America JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS COMPANY 

ing your automobile engine run- was made possible by enterprise TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 

ning smoothly — at the torturing capital, so the automobile was the Branches and Warehouses in Principal Cities 
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—IN THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY —IN THE MINING INDUSTRY 

Today petroleum and natural gas supply more energy With more than seven million horsepower of electric 
for the wheels of industry and commerce than does coal. drives utilized in the mining industry, it is easily seen - 
Oil resources, however, are being rapidly depleted and why this field stands at the top of all the major industries 
petroleum is becoming more valuable. This means that in electric power consumption. The task of obtaining our 
more coal will have to be burned in the boilers of the many raw materials from the earth and refining them con- 
electric utilitiy companies to replace the more expensive stitutes an electrical energy load of some ten billion kilo- 4 
petroleum. As the oil reserves in the United States draw watt hours per year. This power load is 40 per cent higher 
near exhaustion, there will have to be a transition in than it was only ten years ago, and the upward trend is 
industry from natural petroleum products to synthetic expected to continue as the purity and quality of our 
ones. This country has enough coal and oil shale to natural ore resources steadily decline. Future operations 
provide the synthetic equivalent of two billion barrels promise to involve practices necessitating a much more 
of crude oil a year for at least one thousand years, but extensive use of electric power than in the past. It ap- 

the industrial facilities necessary to produce such a vast pears that only the more complete utilization of electric 
quantity will involve enormous quantities of energy. In power in the mining industry can increase production to 
the chemical processes involved, about forty per cent of — satisfy the enormous demands for minerals expected. in 
the original fuel is spent to convert the coal or natural the next few years. 

gas into a liquid fuel. This heat energy will contribute to WISCONSIN’S OUTLOOK 
satisfying the total energy demand, but the remainder 
must be obtained through electricity. Mr. W. E. Schubert, the president of the Wisconsin 

Other applications of electric power in the petroleum Utilities association, asserted that the demand for electric 
industry range from electric oil well drilling rigs and well Power in Wisconsin 2 expected . wails within the Lee 
pumping equipment to pipe line pumps and the extensive ESE: Years just as ‘ aid during : © mat Seeaie. Sed ns 
electrical equipment in the oil refineries. As oil becomes fo @ convention of the accounting section ort © associa 
more scarce, many new uses for electrical equipment and danusten ue cing When Ae ieee 

. . ‘ : 5 - 
vila Bor anneuiee parclns aek wee lack of new generating plants due to wartime Restrictions; 

and labor and material shortages have all contributed to 
—IN INDUSTRIAL HEATING the inability of the power companies to meet the tre- 

mendously increased demands made upon them for elec- 
Hundreds of new applications for the use of clean, tricity. 

controlled electric heat are constantly being discovered. In looking forward, the executive explained that, “We 
A list of the present electrical heating equipment would will Kawe move than. doubled the 1947 load by 1957. 
include resistance and arc furnaces, induction melting This means that our program of planning for the future 
furnaces, induction and dielectric heaters, low temperature will have to be on a very much revised basis from that of 
ovens, and many forms of industrial and domestic heat- the: past: Disecibution for vesidential and sueal services 
ers. One noteworthy application of electric heat is for will very definitely have to be given a ‘new look’.” 
the commercial production of glass where the glass is Schubert, vice-president and general manager of the 
melted by using the molten glass itself as the heating unit. Wisconsin-Michigan Power Company, said that approxi- 
The conversion of the entire glass industry to electric mately sixey-live per cent of ‘the pawee generated in the 
melting furnaces would require a tremendous addition to state went to industrial and commercial users, twenty per 
the presently available generating equipment. An inter- cent to residential consumers, ten per cent to rural areas, 
esting observation shows that although the large industrial and, five per cent: for other “uses. Of this teal load. ta 
heating equipment is quite spectacular and requires large 1947, seventy-six per cent was generated in steam lah, 
amounts of electrical power per unit, the total energy twenty-two per cent in hydroelectric plants, and one and 
absorbed by the many small industrial and domestic heat- one-half per cent by other means such as diesel plants. 
ing units exceeds by several times the total power load of In estimating the future demand for power in the state, 

the large apparatus. Mr. Schubert considered the many industrial expansion 
Heaters and devices rated at about one million kilo- plans, new factories, and new processes which have or 

watt hours were manufactured in 1947, and a consider- will come into use within the next ten years. He found 
able amount of this equipment was designed for new in- that more and more kilowatt hours are being put into the 
stallations. This apparatus alone will constitute a prob- production of each ton of paper, ore, and ice cream man- 
able addition of some two billion kwh. to the annual  ufactured in the state; and because of its efficiency and. 
electric power load, and the manufacture of new and im- widespread adaptability, he asserted that “Electricity has 
proved equipment is proceeding at a rapid pace. become industry’s best single bargain.” 
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The Kodak High Speed Camera...a precision L ae f 

instrument that gives you exact visual answers L. ee 

to complex industrial time-motion problems. ( -- <a 
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HEN high speed machinery doesn’t work as it Milling cutter bit Yes, Ne) 
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caught in the act of ‘Se Bs) 
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should or wears out too soon ... when you need breaking. Edge marks > 

to know how fast-moving liquids behave .. . when on film give the exact Lo a 

any complex time-motion problem confronts you... rdative time and speed fo : f 
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try motion analysis with the Kodak High Speed high speed action. A a | 

Camera. “— & 

By taking pictures up to 3000 frames a second and ae ae : 4 
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showing them at regular speeds ... you. visually free ie seh. Sa 

slow down action almost 200 times! And flash marks gg 
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phase of action in fractions of milliseconds. , ~~ i 

By using this precision instrument in your labora- >) a D. 
Re yaa “Kodak” is a trade-mark 
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nent record... for study... for group discussion. A Sta) 

Send the coupon for a copy of the booklet “Magni- Mail this coupon f 

fying Time.” It will tell you how this instrument is FREE bookl 

being used advantageously in many industries. new ooklet 

Eastman Kodak Company 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Industrial Photographic Division, Rochester 4, N. Y. Please send me [1] your new, free booklet on the Kodak Hi, 

Speed Camera; (] your 16mm. demonstration reel of exar 

ples of high speed movies. 

Name (please print 
Company ——_____ Dept. ____ 

... another important function of photography Street _ 

City_____________Sate
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